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Why do we travel? Are holidays good for our health? What are the 
social and psychological factors that drive us to move? 

The Psychology of Travel provides an eclectic introduction to the range 
of travel experiences from commuting, to going on holiday, to 
studying abroad. Travel is a near-universal experience and manifests 
itself in various forms, from everyday experiences to exotic adventure, 
although it varies across time and cultures. This book unpacks the 
concept of travel, and engages with topics including migration, 
wellbeing, acculturation, wayfnding, slow travel, place attachment and 
nostalgia, and brings them into sharp focus in relation to globalisation 
and climate change. 

By ofering key insights into the psychological factors behind 
diferent kinds of travel, The Psychology of Travel introduces the reader to 
new ways of thinking about global mobility and movement. 

Andrew Stevenson is a Senior Lecturer in Psychology at Manchester 
Metropolitan University. He is a Cultural Psychologist, with a particular 
interested in Social and Visual Anthropology and Cultural Geography, 
which he has explored through ethnographic documentary flms and 
soundscapes. He is the author of Cultural Issues in Psychology (Routledge, 
2020). 



  

  

 

 

 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EVERYTHING 

People are fascinated by psychology, and what makes humans tick. 
Why do we think and behave the way we do? We’ve all met armchair 
psychologists claiming to have the answers, and people that ask if 
psychologists can tell what they’re thinking. The Psychology of Everything 
is a series of books which debunk the popular myths and pseudo-
science surrounding some of life’s biggest questions. 

The series explores the hidden psychological factors that drive us, 
from our subconscious desires and aversions, to our natural social 
instincts. Absorbing, informative, and always intriguing, each book 
is written by an expert in the feld, examining how research-based 
knowledge compares with popular wisdom, and showing how 
psychology can truly enrich our understanding of modern life. 

Applying a psychological lens to an array of topics and contemporary 
concerns – from sex, to fashion, to conspiracy theories – The Psychology 
of Everything will make you look at everything in a new way. 

Titles in the series 
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For further information about this series please visit www. 
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    D E PARTURE : TOWARDS  A
PSYCHOLOGY  O F  TRAV E L

WH AT ’ S  TH E  D I F F ER ENC E  B E TWE EN  MOB I L I T Y,
TR AV E L  AND  TOUR I SM?

1 
D EPARTURE : TOWARDS  A  
P S YCHOLOGY  O F  TRAV E L  

WH AT ’ S  TH E  D I F F ER ENC E  B E TWE EN  MOB I L I T Y,  
TR AV E L  AND  TOUR I SM?  

Being in transit is a relatively normal state for many people. Mobil-
ity and travel contribute so much to the range of human experience 
that places of transition like streets, airports, footpaths, canals and 
railway stations can become as familiar as the destinations they lead 
to. Whether commuting to work, visiting friends in another part of 
the country, or crossing international borders for pleasure, work or 
worship, we spend much of our time on the way to somewhere else. 
The terms mobility, travel and tourism are often used interchangeably. 
But how are they diferent from each other? We use the term mobil-
ity to refer to all forms of movement, including mundane, repetitive 
journeys, like going to the shops or commuting to work. We usually 
refer to less repetitive, longer journeys as travel. After all, if someone 
says they are going travelling we are unlikely to picture them taking 
the bus to work or roaming their neighbourhood streets. 

If travel is a subset of mobility, tourism is a subset of travel. Although 
all tourism involves some aspect of travel, not all travel is tourism. Nov-
elist Paul Bowles (2000) distinguishes between tourism and travel thus 

Whereas the tourist generally hurries back home at the end of a 
few weeks or months, the traveller belongs no more to one place 

DOI: 10.4324/9781003215530-1 
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2 DEPARTURE2 DEPARTURE  

than to the next, moves slowly over periods of years, from one 
part of the earth to another. 

Bowles (2000), The Sheltering Sky 

The diference between travel and tourism has long been debated, 
sometimes to the point of absurdity. In 1973, the National Tourism 
Resources Review Commission defned a tourist as someone travelling 
for a minimum of 50 miles for business, pleasure, personal afairs or 
any purpose other than commuting to work. Others have suggested 
that tourism includes any journey from place to place, excluding trips 
made for necessary, everyday activities, like shopping (Hunt & Layne, 
1991). In 1975, hedging their bets slightly, the extravagantly named 
Tourism Research Planning Committee of the Federal Provincial Con-
ference on Tourism in Canada defned a traveller as ‘any person who 
travels’ (Hunt & Layne, 1991). More helpfully, we can regard tourism as 
the temporary, short-term movement to relatively novel destinations, 
incorporating the activities undertaken at these destinations (Dilek & 
Dilek, 2018). In other words, tourism involves participating in a global 
industry, a social, cultural and economic phenomenon involving the 
movement of people for personal or pleasurable purposes, often in 
huge groups. Travel, on the other hand, denotes movement between 
locations for wider-ranging reasons, like leisure, recreation, spiritual-
ity, work, safety, study or health (Hall & Page, 2014). Tourism is also 
more likely to involve a return trip, whilst traveling may be more cir-
cuitous. Even if the two are hard to distinguish with the naked eye, for 
the sake of convenience we might agree that ‘tourist’ is a term more 
likely to be used by an observer. Meanwhile, a person in motion might 
prefer to be regarded as a ‘traveller’. 

Precise defnitions aside, we can agree that travel is undertaken 
for various purposes, including education (boarding school, interna-
tional study), religion (pilgrimage), employment (working abroad), 
leisure (tourism), health (convalescence), safety (refuge) or in pur-
suit of hedonistic, bodily pleasure (tourism again) (Cook, 2018). 
In 2015, 53% of international travel was for holiday or recreation, 
14% was work-related and 27% for family visits, religious or health 
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reasons (UNWTO, 2016).Travel (including tourism) is also a highly 
meaningful activity, amounting to much more than merely moving 
from A to B. Very often it is anticipated with a high level of excite-
ment. It can leave us with long-lasting memories, fears, emotions 
and insights about who we are and how the world is (Cook, 2018). 
Besides broadening the mind, travel is also a social activity. After 
all, even when attempting to travel alone, chances are you will be 
surrounded by hundreds of people, and it may be that the opportu-
nity to spend time with the exotic other is part of the attraction of 
travel in the frst place.Who doesn’t enjoy people watching? Travel is 
also unequally distributed globally. In 2021, 67.2% of international 
arrivals were in Europe, 19.3% were in the Americas (13% in the 
U.S.), 4.8% were in Asia and the Pacifc, 4.3% in the Middle East, 
1.4% in North Africa, and 2.9% to Sub-Saharan Africa (UNWTO, 
2022). Meanwhile 48% of outbound international trips were from 
Europe in 2018, with 26% from Asia and the Pacifc, 17% from the 
Americas, 3% from the Middle East. China, the U.S., Germany and 
the UK led the way as the four countries with the greatest spend on 
tourism (UNWTO, 2018). For many countries, like Tuvalu, Chad, 
Niger and Angola, outbound travel is far less common.Travel may be 
meaningful, memorable and exciting, but it is far from universally 
experienced. 

Traditionally, travel research has been the domain of anthropol-
ogists and geographers (Cook, 2018). However, the experience of 
being on a journey undoubtedly raises interesting questions for psy-
chologists too, because of its highly social, memorable, emotional 
and meaningful nature. Psychologists are also interested in travel 
because it is a complex cognitive activity that requires plenty of plan-
ning and problem-solving. As we will learn in subsequent chapters, 
psychological research has focused on questions about travel habits, 
motivations for travel, decision-making, emotional responses and 
satisfaction levels, as well as on how travel experiences relate to our 
sense of identity. After all, travel is fascinating because it leaves its 
mark on us and changes how we perceive ourselves and the places 
we visit.The aim of this volume is to bring together under one roof – 
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T H E  WAY  AH EAD

4 DEPARTURE  

perhaps uniquely – responses to a range of travel-related questions 
that psychologists have pondered. Since movement is a state which so 
many people live with on a daily basis, arguably a psychology of travel 
is long overdue. 

TH E  WAY  AH EAD  

Each subsequent chapter will focus on a distinct aspect of travel 
psychology. 

Chapter 2, “Directions of travel: Cognition, wayfnding and how 
to avoid getting lost”, explores the way travellers orientate themselves 
when arriving in a newly experienced place. This will strike a chord 
with anyone who has felt disorientated in a seemingly bewildering 
city or novel landscape. Arriving and wayfnding is a cognitive, social 
and corporeal process that involves the intellect, body and senses. It 
sometimes requires the help and guidance of other people too. This 
chapter will explore research into cognitive, sensorial and embodied 
approaches to arrival and wayfnding. 

Chapter 3, “Infuencers and trip advisors:The social psychology of 
travel”, centres on the experience of traveling with other people, volun-
tarily or otherwise.Travel is a social activity and decisions about where 
and how to travel are open to social infuence. Conformity efects, 
group membership and stereotypes about outsiders can all infuence 
our experiences and choices relating to travel and tourism.We are also 
increasingly swayed in our decision-making when we use social media 
to help us plan journeys.This review of the social psychology of travel 
also looks at traveller typologies, and how diferent varieties of travel-
lers engage with places diferently. It also asks whether experiencing 
diverse locations can reduce prejudice against out-groups. 

Chapter 4,“Travel fever:A worrying world of fear, phobia and anx-
iety”, unpacks the historical case of travel fever. It also looks at more 
contemporary anxieties associated with fying, pathological fears of 
encountering new places, as well as the many sources of travel-related 
worry. Leaving your comfort zone behind can be both unsettling and 



      

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

DEPARTURE 55 DEPARTURE  

stimulating, and to help those who experience anxiety at the thought 
of visiting new cultures or getting on an aeroplane, this chapter also 
reviews some techniques for reducing travel fever. 

Chapter 5, “Hedonism and self-improvement: how does travel 
make us happier?”, investigates the health benefts of travel and tour-
ism.We discover some of the varieties of wellbeing that travel afords, 
ranging from the instant gratifcation of hedonistic pleasure to the 
more elevated, so-called eudemonic forms of self-improvement that 
travel can aford, such as learning a new language. Humanistic theo-
ries of fow and mindfulness are also considered in relation to how 
we can maximize the benefts of travel by living in the moment. 

Chapter 6, “Unforgettable journeys: nostalgia, homesickness and 
other travel memories”, looks at the nuanced relationship between 
travel and memory.Travel and migration can leave us with fond mem-
ories of the places we leave behind, often experienced as homesick-
ness and nostalgia. But how are these diferent from each other? More 
positively, memories of home can also be used to help travellers make 
sense of newly encountered places. This chapter also explores the 
way the body and the senses help us to remember places we have 
previously visited. It also asks whether revisiting places can help to 
improve our memory capacity, especially with the help of technolo-
gies such as travel photography. 

Chapter 7, “Culture shocks and border crossings: travel and inter-
cultural encounter”, focuses on the experience of travel for the pur-
poses of long-term relocation. Migration presents anyone who moves 
to another country for work or study with intercultural encounters 
that can transform identities.These encounters require adaptations to 
behaviours, feelings and attitudes, including learning new norms in 
relation to language, food, dress habits and beliefs. To make sense of 
these transformations, cultural psychologists have developed theories 
of acculturation (adaptations made when moving from one culture 
to another), biculturalism (developing a dual identity after living in 
more than one culture) and cosmopolitanism (becoming fuent in 
several cultures). Each of these theories will be reviewed here. 
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In a slight departure, Chapter 8, “Detour: psychogeography and 
the art of slow travel”, introduces the unique perspective of an inter-
disciplinary movement that combines art, psychology and geogra-
phy. Psychogeography challenges us to make creative responses to the 
landscapes we move through, yielding artworks that constitute a dis-
senting voice in the psychology of travel, using writing, photography 
and other media. Located on the periphery of mainstream psychol-
ogy, psychogeography is a playful detour into theories of mobility and 
creativity that critically question the way we experience and consume 
places we move through. 

Finally, Chapter 9, “Where do we go from here? Travel in an age 
of anxiety”, discusses contemporary debates about the psychology 
of travel in the era of global climate change and health emergen-
cies. Answers to questions about how and where we travel are being 
revised in the wake of these global health, economic and climate 
emergencies.This chapter looks at the anxieties that arise from these 
revisions, using theories of digital nomadism and eco-anxiety to help 
us understand the psychological implications of traveling in uncertain 
times. 

Have a good journey. 



  
  

  

 
 

 

 
 

D I R E C T I O NS  O F  TRAV E L :  COGN I T I ON,
WAY F I N D I NG  AND  HOW  TO  AVO I D

G E TT I NG  LOS T

A R R I V I NG  AND  NAV I GAT I NG : AN  I N TRODUCT ION
TO  WAY F I ND I NG

2 
D I R E C T I O NS  O F  TRAV E L :  COGN I T I ON,  

WAY F I N D I NG  AND  HOW  TO  AVO I D  
G E T T I NG  LOS T  

A R R I V I NG  AND  NAV I GAT I NG : AN  I N TRODUCT ION  
TO  WAY F I ND I NG  

Arriving in a place for the frst time elicits feelings of excitement, 
expectation, curiosity, even trepidation. Whether we feel positive or 
negative about a place, getting there for the frst time is an unrepeat-
able experience. Subsequent visits are likely to be less exciting. The 
positive thrill of arriving in an exotic location has even been reported 
by social scientists who travel to conduct research (Chang, 2013). In 
her essay “Fieldwork in Common Places”, Mary Pratt (1992) reviews 
some notable (and poetic) arrival stories from the research archive. 
Arriving in Polynesia, Raymond Firth opens We, The Tikopia (1936) 
with these frst impressions 

In the cool of the early morning, just before sunrise, the bow 
of the Southern Cross headed towards the eastern horizon, on 
which a tiny dark blue outline was faintly visible. 

(1936: 1) 

Bronislaw Malinowski (1961) describes his frst sight of the Trobri-
and Islands thus 

DOI: 10.4324/9781003215530-2 
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8 DIRECT IONS OF TRAVEL8 D IRECT IONS  OF  TRAVEL  

Imagine yourself suddenly set down surrounded by your gear, 
alone on a tropical beach close to a native village while the launch 
or dinghy, which has brought you, sails away out of sight. 

(1961: 4) 

Arriving somewhere new can be disorientating, but it is what hap-
pens afterwards which has interested psychologists most: the con-
siderable challenge of making sense of a new place. The psychology 
of negotiating routes around novel places has been researched using 
the term wayfnding (Xia et al., 2008). Research into wayfnding has 
been conducted in relation to encountering cities for the frst time, 
negotiating labyrinthine airports, hospitals and workplaces. 

Although a relatively recent arrival to psychology, wayfnding is not 
a new phenomenon. Sixteenth-century Polynesian Islanders used the 
stars for wayfnding, and island navigators were so esteemed for their 
abilities as to be awarded an elevated position in society (Gladwin, 
1974). Psychologists have mainly regarded wayfnding as a cognitive 
process; an ability to fnd a route from A to B and execute it efectively 
(Xia et al., 2008). No doubt wayfnding is a handy skill for tourists, 
migrants, wanderers and others who travel. 

There are varieties of wayfnding, just as there are varieties of 
travel (Allen, 1999). Commuter wayfnding is a daily, regular, repet-
itive process, undertaken in familiar surroundings, often centred on 
getting to work. Exploratory wayfnding, like taking a meandering 
walk, starts and ends in a familiar place, with much wandering in 
between. Quest wayfnding, the most adventurous variety, involves 
traveling into the unknown, perhaps across international borders, 
and fnding one’s way around an unfamiliar environment over a long 
period. We can also distinguish between recreational (leisurely and 
without time limit), resolute (a no-nonsense means of fnding your 
way in the most efcient time available) and emergency (on a need-
to-get-there basis, such as trying to make a travel connection) way-
fnding (Fewings, 2001). In some travel scenarios, all three of these 
might be combined during diferent parts of a journey. Beyond this 
typology, we may fnd that as we incrementally come to know a new 



          

 
    

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

DIRECT IONS OF TRAVEL 99 D IRECT IONS  OF  TRAVEL  

place, we pass through stages of wayfnding.The frst of these, orien-
tation, involves locating oneself in space.The second, route selection, 
involves choosing appropriate routes. Thirdly, route control, sees us 
sticking to efective routes. Fourthly, arrival, relates to knowing we 
have reached the required destination (Downs & Stea, 1973). 

All these categories of wayfnding demonstrate its importance for 
travel psychologists. For travellers too, wayfnding matters because 
smooth passage enhances travel experience. Feelings of disorientation 
in a newly encountered place can provoke anxiety (Chang, 2013). 
Wayfnding research explores ways in which people with diverse 
abilities, in diverse locations, use cognition, embodiment and the 
senses to orient themselves. It has been studied across several travel 
contexts, from tourism, the workplace, to fnding one’s way through 
airports and healthcare facilities (Pati et al., 2015). Failures in wayfn-
ding (aka getting lost) have been associated with high blood pressure, 
aggression and fatigue (Carpman & Grant, 2016), especially for older 
people and for those with impaired vision or mobility (Jamshidi & 
Pati, 2021).Wayfnding research matters because it informs environ-
mental design, helps establish efective fows of people through bot-
tlenecks and built environments and sheds light on experiences of 
travelers with diferent abilities, experiences levels and cultural back-
grounds (Farr et al., 2014). 

Kevin Lynch’s book, The Image of the City (1960), is a milestone 
of wayfnding literature. A former architect, Lynch recognised the 
importance of wayfnding as an interaction between humans and 
built environments. He identifed environmental elements that infu-
ence our ability to navigate. These include edges (paths, borders, 
walls), nodes (junctions) and landmarks (buildings, towers, statues). 
These environmental afordances facilitate successful route-making 
and navigation. They create legible environments that we can read 
while we are on the move. Besides environmental cues we use tech-
nologies (phones, maps, signs) to help us along our way, enabling 
us to visualise connections and distances between locations. Lynch 
deployed the terms legibility and imageability to describe the process 
by which we learn and recognise environmental patterns, efectively 
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T H I N K I NG  ON  YOUR  F E E T:  COGN I T I V E  MAPP I NG
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reading our surroundings. In doing so, he argued we use inner maps 
to interpret information and guide action. 

Following Lynch’s pioneering work the psychology of wayfnding 
has continued to explore how travellers understand and respond to 
new places, and how they adapt to them by developing their geo-
graphic literacy (Turner & Leydon, 2012). As we fnd our way, we 
develop an ability to read places using geospatial information and 
environmental cues and features by map reading, sensing direction, 
understanding travel signs and visualising routes and points between 
locations. Hence, we can reduce feelings of travel anxiety and enjoy 
the journey more (Chang et al., 2019). Failures in wayfnding don’t 
just afect quality of experience. They can endanger life, or at least 
seriously disrupt travel. 

Successful wayfnding depends on a combination of well-designed 
environments and individual abilities. It is an interplay between apti-
tudes (strengths, weaknesses, technological ability) and the way the 
environment has been designed, made legible with signage, lighting 
and so forth. Whilst recognising this interaction between individu-
als and environments, the psychology of wayfnding has been most 
closely associated with cognitive approaches; specifcally, the concept 
of cognitive mapping. 

TH IN K I NG  ON  YOUR  F E E T:  COGN I T I V E  MAPP I NG  

Finding your way around somewhere for the frst time is an exercise 
in problem-solving. It involves navigating from an origin point (like 
an airport) to a destination (a hotel) (Lin et al., 2012). Cognitive 
psychologists have studied this process using a computer metaphor 
of a human information-processor. Environmental data is received 
and processed by the traveller in a goal-directed way. We constantly 
try to solve wayfnding problems using memory, attention and deci-
sion-making (Newell & Simon, 1972). We rely on a combination of 
pre-existing, internal cognitions and our ever-changing perceptions 
of the environment as we travel through it. According to Gibson’s 
direct perception principle (1966), the environment provides our 



          

  

  
  
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

DIRECT IONS OF TRAVEL 11D IRECT IONS  OF  TRAVEL  11 

senses with all we need for efective perception. Thus, during way-
fnding, we use cues (or afordances) like angles, lines, signs, per-
spective, light and texture to help us to navigate adequately from A 
to B. On the other hand, Gregory (1980) stresses the need for prior 
cognitive processing (to supplement environmental data) to enable 
problem-solving and wayfnding. Hence, we need not just sensory 
information, but also prior memories, schemas, even internal maps. 

The use of internal, cognitive maps is a wayfnding strategy which 
has been suggested as a means of helping us make sense of environ-
mental cues (Kitchin & Blades, 2002).A cognitive map is an“internal 
representation of environmental information” (Tolman, 1948: 2). 
It is used to organise spatial cues and make decisions about route 
choices and wayfnding.The idea was suggested by behaviourist pio-
neer Edward Tolman (1948), whose maze rats responded to labora-
tory landmarks to help them learn routes. Subsequent research with 
humans focused on learning routes around cities and university cam-
puses. As we move through landscapes, we accumulate internal rep-
resentations which help us to make future navigation decisions. We 
do this iteratively, and how well we do it is infuenced by travel mode 
and terrain. Cognitive mapping is a gradual, adaptive process through 
which we learn layouts and commit them to memory, often through 
mundane, repetitive experience. As active decision makers we move 
through streets, tree-lined pathways and corridors using environmen-
tal data for decision-making, developing anticipatory schemas and 
hypotheses to guide future travel (Neisser, 1967). 

The skill of cognitive mapping thrives on environmental explo-
ration, beginning in infancy. The development of spatial knowledge 
in young children depends on small scale exploration (around nurs-
eries, dwellings and neighbourhoods). Child development theory 
helps us understand the origins of wayfnding in relation to suggested 
stages of spatial ability. During these developmental stages, infants 
go from having a general sense of direction and place recognition, 
to a subsequent stage of recalling routes by using bodily memory, to 
fnally being able to recognise and describe landmarks and their loca-
tions relative to one another (Mark & Frank, 1991). Passage through 
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T H E  W I SDOM  O F  CROWDS : SOC IA L  WAY F I ND I NG
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these stages, along with the construction of internal cognitive maps, 
depends on physical engagement with environments. This process is 
replicated on a larger scale in adulthood as we arrive in and explore 
new environments. 

Like all maps, cognitive maps are open to distortion and idiosyn-
crasy (Kitchin & Blades, 2002). They are error-prone, personal rep-
resentations rather than photographic memories (Golledge, 2002). 
Cognitive mapmaking uses anchor points (landmarks, road junctions) 
to help us form often unreliable internal maps (Garling & Golledge, 
2000). For example, it has been found that greater physical efort 
or repetition leads to more detailed maps. Distances between loca-
tions are exaggerated where travel is efortful, when there are hills or 
barriers (main roads, rivers) (Golledge, 2002). Cluttered or densely 
populated (with buildings and people) distances are also typically 
overestimated, as are those that are familiar (Kitchin & Blades, 2002). 
How we feel about a place also afects our internal representations. 
Places we like or feel attached to are judged to be closer than they 
really are. Some landmarks are recalled more readily if they have a 
positive emotional connotation. Desirable places are typically judged 
as closer than those that are undesirable (Ruotolo et al., 2018). 

Cognitive mapping theory enlightens us about how we perceive 
and estimate distances in landscapes. Arguably though, the use of 
such internal representations tells us little about how groups of peo-
ple with diferent strengths and challenges experience environments 
diferently. It also has little to say about social wayfnding, which is 
especially relevant for those who travel with or amongst others.Argu-
ably, wayfnding can be explored equally well by refocusing our atten-
tion from internal cognitive representations to the senses, the body 
and the social world (Symonds et al., 2017). 

TH E  W I SDOM  O F  CROWDS : SOC IA L  WAY F I ND I NG  

Social wayfnding happens whilst travelling with and amongst other 
people.We usually travel amongst companions, crowds or bystanders. 
To illustrate this, Hutchins (2008) uses the example of navigating a 
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ship’s course, which is very much a collective enterprise; an example 
par excellence of human problem-solving and navigation as a social 
practice. Decisions at sea arise from back-and-forth communication 
between sailors in specifc posts, using protocols and technologies 
to inform their decisions.This entourage method illustrates so-called 
distributed cognition (Hutchins, 2008); thought taking place between 
people and gadgets, rather than individually or internally.Whether at 
sea or on land, travel decisions are part of social wayfnding, where 
the presence of others, now or in the past, impact wayfnding and 
cognition (Dalton et al., 2019). 

An obvious example is when two or more people plan and execute 
a route together. As you may know from experience, one person often 
dominates decisions in this dynamic, with others taking a back seat. 
Another manifestation of social wayfnding (even for lone travellers) is 
the mere presence of other people.We may see others on a path and con-
sider it too busy (avoid it), or we may consider it to be safe (follow it). 
In travel, as in life, social infuence and conformity afect our decisions. 

We can distinguish between strong and weak social wayfnding 
(Dalton et al., 2019). In the strong version, other people communicate 
intentionally whilst co-navigating routes. This usually involves direct 
communication with someone in close proximity as part of an ongo-
ing interaction, such as two people arriving in and navigating a city 
for the frst time.This may be done synchronously, when messages are 
sent and received by travellers who are in the same place at the same 
time, for example walking along and talking. Alternatively, if protago-
nists are not physically together, they may pass messages remotely (tex-
ting or phoning) or follow instructions that have been previously sent 
(asynchronous). In strong social wayfnding (synchronous or asyn-
chronous), decision-making is likely to be unequally distributed. For 
example, the person who is more familiar with the route may assume 
the leader role.Where both are equally familiar with the environment, 
mutual decision making is more likely (Gartner & Huang, 2012). 

Another infuential factor in strong social wayfnding is the relative 
senses of direction of the pair or group members. He et al. (2015) 
studied pairs with difering senses of direction navigating urban 
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areas using mobile phones. We might assume in this scenario that 
when someone with a good sense of direction works with someone 
with a poor one, the former would prevail. Not necessarily so. A con-
founding factor in this assumption is metacognition; how good you 
think your sense of direction is. In separating the confdent from the 
correct, (your belief about your sense of direction from your sense 
of direction itself ), Bonner & Bolinger (2013) highlight the crucial 
diference between being the most knowledgeable person and think-
ing you are the most knowledgeable. A confdent, less knowledgeable 
wayfnder may turn out to be an inefective, even dangerous, travel 
partner. Forlizzi et al. (2010) supported this conclusion in research 
with co-navigators during car journeys. 

Besides familiarity and metacognition, a third quality we might 
look for in a travel partner is social mindfulness (Van Doesum et al., 
2013). When travelling in pairs, some people are better equipped 
psychologically to collaborate in wayfnding decisions (to put it 
politely). To put it bluntly, some co-travellers just don’t listen. The 
model partner is one who is prepared to appreciate companions’ 
preferences and perspectives, and to recognise their own infuence 
on others. This is known as social mindfulness (Van Doesum et al., 
2013). Mindfulness for others’ thoughts and feelings, and the social 
negotiations that attend these concerns, can certainly afect the ef-
ciency of group decision-making compared to solo decision-making. 

In terms of strong social wayfnding then, when selecting travel 
partners, efective wayfnding may depend on three factors; familiar-
ity with the terrain, an ability to distinguish between being confdent 
and correct about your sense of direction, and social mindfulness. 
Better then, to travel with someone who either knows the area, isn’t 
overconfdent about their sense of direction, or who listens to your 
views. All three would be ideal. 

Just as important as strong social wayfnding, weak social wayfn-
ding also infuences our ability to get from A to B. For lone travellers, 
it is more important. In weak social wayfnding one or more per-
son (crowds, bystanders) unintentionally communicates about route 
choices; the so-called ‘wisdom of crowds’ efect (Galton, 1907). 
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Usually, cues are communicated unidirectionally and from further 
away than in strong social wayfnding scenarios.As with strong social 
wayfnding, weak social wayfnding may be synchronous (from peo-
ple who are in the same place at the same time), or asynchronous 
(traces of people no longer present).An example of the former would 
be seeing people on a bridge or path (‘Oh, that looks safe’). More 
enigmatically, an example of weak asynchronous social wayfnding 
may be litter, footprints or the dying embers of a campfre (‘Other 
people have been here. It’s probably safe’, or ‘Look at the size of those 
footprints – let’s get the hell out of here’).These so-called social trails 
or desire lines (paths through the environment) communicate the 
safety or popularity of routes and spaces. Litter, noise, broken win-
dows, grafti, vapour trails, a lingering odour, may all infuence our 
conclusions about whether to hang around a place. 

Social wayfnding is also infuenced by technology. Efective 
wayfnding in an unfamiliar environment often involves the use of 
smartphones. One study in Brisbane, Australia, compared the use 
of wayfnding strategies by participants using paper maps, smart-
phones apps or local signage. New arrivals to the city were given a 
two-hour pedestrian wayfnding task, such as looking for a specifc 
location (Vaez et al., 2020). The app group were more anti-social, 
asking for directions less often than the other two groups. The local 
signage group used wayfnding strategies such as edge-following (‘I 
presume this highway leads somewhere’), compassing (‘I’ll go north 
from here’) more than the other two groups did. They also used 
social navigation (‘I see people walking this way’) more often. App-
based navigating was associated with slower walking, since additional 
checking stops were used. Paper map users were better at memoris-
ing turns.This suggests that digital navigation changes how we inter-
act during wayfnding (McCullough & Collins, 2018). Less sociable 
app navigators often ignored weak social wayfnding cues (other peo-
ple), whereas signage and paper map groups heeded the wisdom of 
crowds. Some app users were so committed to their digital strategies 
as to fail to notice as they walked directly past destinations that were 
part of their task. For better or for worse, the use of smartphones 
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and artifcial intelligence is undoubtedly a feature of navigation and 
wayfnding. Although holograms and robot guides are common in 
tourism, these can still resemble people, true to the tradition of social 
wayfnding. In the context of human-robot interactions, it has been 
found that people prefer robot guides that resemble humans to those 
that are disembodied (Tussyadiah, 2020). 

Whether in its strong, collaborative form or in its weak, uninten-
tional form, the role of other people (or things that look like people) 
in infuencing our decisions can be as co-decider, route instructor, or 
provider of environmental cues.All of which demonstrates the crucial 
role of others in guiding our travel decisions (Dalton, 2019). 

AN  I N T ERPR ET I V E  CRA FT: E X P ER I ENT I A L ,  EMBOD I ED,  
S EN SORY  WAY F I ND I NG  

So far, we have explored wayfnding as problem solving, internal map-
making and social activity. But besides being intellectual and inter-
personal, negotiating landscapes is also experiential, and has been 
studied phenomenologically through frst-hand experiences of the 
body and senses of the traveller (Merleau-Ponty, 1963). 

Wayfnding is not just about fnding the shortest distance 
between A and B. We frequently use longer, or more enjoyable 
routes, perhaps to suit our sensory or physical preferences, or just 
for the experience. The phenomenology of wayfnding empha-
sises experiential, embodied, sensory aspects of moving through 
landscapes. From this perspective, travel routes are immersive 
events, rather than necessary intervals between points (‘Are we 
there yet?’). What happens along these routes creates meaning and 
memory (Cresswell, 2004). Using our bodies and senses to expe-
rience journeys, routes can have as much impact on us as do the 
places they connect. Routes are just as important as are destina-
tions (Spinney, 2006). 

A phenomenological, experience-based psychology of wayfnding 
foregrounds feelings and experiences associated with places that 
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are kinaesthetically sensed through our joints, muscles, tendons 
as we move in and across the physical world. 

Haldrup & Larsen (2006: 284) 

In focusing on bodies and senses, phenomenology emphasises diver-
sity in travel experience (Symonds et al., 2017). Because bodies and 
senses difer so much, travel experiences are unique. Accordingly, 
wayfnding is less of a problem-solving activity with an agreed best 
solution, and more of an interpretive craft, enabling routes to be expe-
rienced diferently according to various perceptions and preferences. 

Wayfnding has shown to be a truly embodied activity involving 
physically moving the body, re-orientating the body, adjusting 
eyes to diferent light conditions. 

Lueg & Bidwell (2005: 2) 

Experiences of route-making are intertwined with those of others. 
Ingold (2011) evokes the interweaving ‘meshwork’ of the paths we 
take, which are crisscrossed and shared between us. Furthermore, 
each of our travel paths yield their own personal travel narratives, or 
‘simultaneities of stories so far’ (Massey, 2005: 131). Rather than 
efcient, linear solutions to problems, pathways are socially shared, 
meandering routes (‘I would normally go that way, but let’s try your 
suggestion’) that curve, bend together and borrow from each other 
(Ingold, 2011). 

How we experience the paths we make is further infuenced by 
our sensory engagement with landscape, which in turn difers across 
modes of transport. A car journey may feel more removed from the 
elements; less physical than a walk or journey on a bicycle (Spin-
ney, 2006). A train journey presents the landscapes as something 
visual, whizzing past at speed, whilst walking in a forest enables us 
to hear, feel, smell and touch. Similarly, negotiating a route through 
a city is afected by the sensory preferences that diferent people 
have (sight, sound, touch). Tactile information can be useful, espe-
cially for travellers with visual impairments.Touch-based wayfnding 
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is also afected by whether we travel alone. In one case study, after 
migrating from Spain, a new arrival to an English city learned the 
layout of her neighbourhood over an eighteen-month period, pri-
marily by using her senses of sound and touch whilst walking with 
(being guided by, and guiding) her guide dog (Stevenson, 2017). 
During daily, familiarising walks, new routes were explored and nav-
igated by the learning of sounds and tactile cues (trafc, underfoot 
textures, music emanating from shops), and by the shared, sen-
sory and co-produced experience of walking in a human-dog team. 
Walking as a pair, human and dog developed knowledge, acquired 
between two bodies, about the landscape as they negotiated safe 
routes, always learning from the environment and from each other. 
This case study highlights the diverse nature of wayfnding experi-
ence, mediated through the senses, using inter-corporeal teamwork 
(bodies working together). This reminds us that the primacy of the 
visual sense is not universal. 

The experience of route-making is also mediated by dynamics of 
power (Symonds et al., 2017). Often, we take routes which are avail-
able, advised, allowed, rather than preferred. Even within the airport 
confnes we are steered one way or another by the powers that be. 
Individual agency is surrendered as bodies are ushered through walk-
ways, past retail outlets (in the hope of a transaction), away from VIP 
areas or places of restricted access.This form of ‘power steering’ often 
uses sensorial cues (bright colours, warm air, aroma of cofee or per-
fume) to lead us astray. Beyond the airport, we can be treated as docile 
bodies too. In streets and shopping centres, during leisure or business 
travel, responsibility for wayfnding experience can be delegated to 
travel organisers, for instance on guided tours (Foucault & Sheridan, 
1991). Travellers often submit to pre-planned, carefully controlled 
travel itineraries which lack opportunities to wander. Could a lack of 
agency be a positively liberating feature of travel? Package deals and 
guided tours ofer comfort, knowledge and an atmosphere of reas-
surance that (perhaps thankfully) where we go is beyond our control. 
Surrendering responsibility for wayfnding may be welcomed because 
of added safety (Urry, 2005), the convenience of local knowledge, or 
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just because it makes life easier (‘They organise everything for you!’). 
On the other hand, it undermines any sense of exploration. 

Besides voluntarily handing over responsibilities for travel deci-
sions, wayfnding can also be afected by involuntarily experienced 
mediators of power. Concerns about safety or sexual harassment 
inform route choices. Potential feelings of anxiety are often reduced 
in a bounded, controlled environment like a cruise ship or airport, 
compared with the heightened sense of anxiety we tend to experi-
ence in the less regulated city streets. Clearly, our bodies are often 
subject to outside forces which compromise our wayfnding capabil-
ities. Power infuences our embodied practice of wayfnding, some-
times deterring the urge to wander. 

In this chapter we have learned about wayfnding as a craft, expe-
rienced through the body and senses, and as an exercise in prob-
lem-solving and internal mapmaking.We have also acknowledged the 
role of other people, present or not, in directing wayfnding behav-
iour. Arguably the psychology of wayfnding has paid too little atten-
tion to the body over the years. Symonds et al. (2017) seek to redress 
this balance by ofering a more inclusive defnition of wayfnding as a 

Cognitive, social and corporeal process and experience of locat-
ing, following or discovering a route through and to a given space. 

(9) 



http://taylorandfrancis.com
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TH E  SO C I A L  P S Y CHOLOGY  O F  TRAV E L  

A LMOST  IMPOSS I B L E  TO  GO  I T  A LON E :  
TH E  SOC IA L  NATURE  O F  TRAV E L  

It’s hard to go it alone. There are almost always other people around 
when we travel, whether they are known to us or not. The decisions 
we make about where, when and how to travel are usually made with 
others in mind, and in the vicinity, even if we are not deliberately 
travelling with them. For example, have you ever selected a destina-
tion in order to stay away from the crowds? Have you ever avoided 
a bus, cafe or beach because it was full? Other people exert social 
infuence on our travel plans. Journeys are made in populated spaces. 
Whether walking, pedalling, driving or fying, travel engages us in 
social situations.We travel amongst families, friends, fellow travellers, 
bystanders, holograms and residents of the places we pass through 
and visit. Social aspects of travel deserve more attention than they 
have received from psychologists (van Acker et al., 2010). To better 
understand travel behaviour, we must go beyond individual motiva-
tions, attitudes and characteristics, and view it as a social activity. 

To illustrate the social nature of travel, consider the process of 
planning a commuter, business, or tourist trip. We might see our 
choice of where and how we travel as simply refecting individual 
attitudes about destinations and modes of transport (I am going there 
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because I like it, and I am travelling this way because I enjoy it); a form of indi-
vidual choice. But the connecting line between cognition (what we 
think), afect (what we feel) and behaviour (what we do) in relation 
to travel may not be a straight one. Social psychologists have histor-
ically highlighted the tenuous link between attitude, intention and 
behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980).Travel may not simply refect an 
individual belief or desire being put into action. Rather, these deci-
sions are frequently swayed or compromised by other people, known 
to us or otherwise (‘No one else wants to go’, ‘It will be too busy’, ‘People don’t 
usually go there’, ’Everybody else is going, so let’s go’). 

The potential disconnect between attitude and action is illustrated 
by the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein, 1980), which considers 
the role played by rational decision-making in planning behaviour. It 
suggests that attitudes and behaviour are not always concordant, partly 
because of other people. Someone who perceives cycling as healthy, 
fun and eco-friendly may not actually get on a bike.TheTheory of Rea-
soned Action states that a positive attitude produces intentions to do 
something, but that these intentions may be subsequently infuenced 
by factors such as safety, regulation or prevailing social norms. In other 
words, our attitudes infuence our intentions, but these can still be 
inhibited by social pressure (van Acker et al., 2010). Following the 
Theory of Reasoned Action, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 
1991) reinforces the view that irrespective of attitude and intention, 
some decisions are beyond our individual control (Ajzen, 1991).The 
Theory of Planned Behaviour adds an extra factor to the decision-mak-
ing workfow by recognising the importance of perceived behavioural 
control in converting attitudes into actions. Thus, the likelihood of 
getting on that bike, or of visiting that beach, is additionally afected 
by how much we think we can carry out the desired behaviour.TheTheory 
of Planned Behaviour proposes that travel decisions are not just down 
to intention.They are also infuenced by how much control we think 
we have over our putting these good intentions into practice (based 
on opportunity, time, social norms and so forth). 

According to another infuential social psychological the-
ory, inconsistencies between attitudes and action, or between two 
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simultaneously held attitudes (‘I love fying but I realise that it is bad for the 
environment’) can manifest themselves as a sense of discomfort, known 
as cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).This unease can then infu-
ence how likely it is that attitudes translate into action. Harbouring 
two incompatible attitudes, or an attitude (‘I disagree with frequent fying’) 
that is inconsistent with a behaviour (‘I few here’), is uncomfortable 
for us and we are motivated to reduce this feeling.To do so, we either 
change one of those attitudes (rationalising), or we alter an attitude 
in line with behaviour we have already carried out (‘Well that fight 
would have taken of anyway, with or without me on it, and anyway lots of people fy 
every day’). Feelings of discomfort from cognitive dissonance are com-
monplace when travelling. For example, when refecting on a chosen 
travel mode or destination, we sometimes experience post-decision 
dissonance, perhaps when opting for a less environmentally friendly 
journey which jars with our green credentials. Reducing this kind of 
dissonance might, as one study found, involve using positive online 
reviews to support our choice (‘Lots of other people take internal fights, so 
I think I did the right thing after all’). It is also common to seek out more 
favourable reviews online to support our decisions, whilst at the 
same time overlooking less favourable ones, in order to reduce feel-
ings of dissonance (Tanford & Montgomery, 2015). In situations like 
these, we look for what others are doing to help us justify sometimes 
uncomfortable choices. 

These aforementioned theories (Reasoned Action, Planned Behav-
iour, Cognitive Dissonance) acknowledge the potential rift between 
reason, intention and action. Several factors, like social norms and 
circumstance, explain why attitudes and actions do not always go 
hand in hand. Some of these factors relate closely to travel habits 
which are hard to break, and which are reinforced by what everyone 
else is doing (van Acker et al., 2010). Indeed, some of our habit-
ual travel decisions seem to positively defy logic and rational deci-
sion making. For example, we may decide against taking the most 
direct, stress-free, or environmentally friendly routes, or be reluc-
tant to adapt to diferent modes of travel (walking to work, travelling 
by train, car sharing) merely out of entrenched habit (‘My family have 
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always travelled this way’).Whilst an initial visit to a place may be based on 
rational decision making, once a travel routine becomes ingrained, 
rational, attitude-based decision making takes a back seat, according 
to the Theory of Repeated Behaviour (Ronis et al., 1989). Changing 
a routine, even in line with a logical, stated belief, can be challenging 
(Garling & Axhausen, 2003). All the theories mentioned so far sug-
gest that travel habits can be ingrained or afected because of factors 
beyond individual free will, cognitions or intentions. As travellers we 
are at the mercy of established routines, social norms and other cir-
cumstances which prevent us converting our intentions into actions. 
The social context of travel can help us see how other people infu-
ence the tenuous link between attitudes and actions. 

GR O UP  TRAV E L ,  HAB I T S  AND  HAB I TUS  

The art of planning a journey requires us to take account of everyday 
social realities (De Certeau, 1984) such as likely social encounters 
(wanted or unwanted), social identity (‘Will I ft in? Do I really belong to 
this group?’), social infuence (what everyone else is doing). Whilst we 
may be able to infuence some of these factors, the messiness of social 
life means that many are beyond our control. Where and how we 
travel depends on how much we identify with or feel comfortable in 
certain social situations. A perceived lack of social competence, skill 
or habitus (Bourdieu, 1984) that might enable us to thrive in a social 
situation like a cruise, a hen party, or a retreat, may lead us to decline 
those travel opportunities. Choices about the milieus we think we 
belong to (for example, due to spending capacity, or perceived social 
competence) impinge on both daily and occasional travel (Guell et 
al., 2012). Commuting, holidaying, migrating, driving, fying, walk-
ing and cycling are all social practices that attract people from difer-
ing but overlapping social groups, with certain demographics, social 
skills and identities. A decision, for example, about whether to cycle 
to work may be made partly due to cost or safety but may also be 
infuenced by feelings of belongingness to a group, refecting how 
we defne ourselves in terms of our social identity (Aldred, 2010). 
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Similarly, a decision to go on a cruise or to travel by coach to a football 
game, may partly be infuenced by whether we see ourselves as ftting 
in with social groups known as ‘cruisers’ or ‘football fans’, as much 
as by the practicalities of the decision.This said, identifcation with a 
particular travel group is not fxed (Guell et al., 2012).We can change 
our allegiance as material and social conditions change. 

From a social psychological perspective, all travel, to some extent, 
is group travel. Many travel groupings are distinguished because of 
their mode of travel and the skills, attitudes and habits that are part 
and parcel of feeling like, say, a biker, rambler, or frequent fyer.What 
emerges here is that there are several varieties of travel groupings, 
each with their own norms and social identities. 

TH E  V I S I TORS  AND  TH E  V I S I T ED : TRAV E L L ER  T Y PO LOG I E S  

Whilst there are many types of travellers, including migrants, com-
muters, adventurers and day-trippers, there has been little attempt in 
the psychological literature to construct a comprehensive typology 
in terms of motivations or characteristics. However, leisure travellers 
have been grouped, sorted and categorised, both anecdotally and in 
print. For example, backpackers, sojourners and explorers frequently 
seek to distance themselves (both literally and metaphorically) from 
tourists and holidaymakers. In his novel about clashing cultures of 
North America and North Africa, The Sheltering Sky, Paul Bowles (1949) 
famously distinguished tourists, who enjoy visiting diverse locations 
for short periods, from travellers, who seem equally comfortable for 
long periods in transit as they do in their own homes. Leisure travel-
lers (whether tourists or travellers) are a heterogeneous group (Fan, 
2017), with varying motivations and characteristics. Traveller types 
are regularly identifed by people-spotters in airports and resorts, as 
they were by Cohen (1984) in an article which distinguishes ‘mass 
tourists’ from ‘explorers and drifters’. Mass tourists, wrote Cohen, 
do their travelling from behind the protective wall of travel industry 
representatives who do most of the organising and booking for them. 
Interactions with hosts are carefully choreographed, centred around 
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designated sites and destinations. Meanwhile, ‘explorers and drifters’ 
travel relatively unprotected and are likely to have direct contact with 
culturally diverse people as they wander away from the beaten track. 

A further fve-fold traveller typology was identifed by Fan (2017), 
who distinguished between dependents, conservatives, criticizers, explorers and 
belonging-seekers, primarily in relation to difering forms of contact with 
inhabitants of host communities (locals). Whilst based on a study of 
visitors to mainland China, this typology can be used to understand 
the motivations of leisure travellers more generally. The frst group, 
dependents, typically travel in established groups (friends, relatives, par-
ties) as part of a package tour, on short-term visits, and willfully avoid 
interactions with hosts. Dependents show little interest in mixing 
with locals, despite being keen to visit their locale.The second group, 
conservatives have more host contact, though mainly for purposes of 
gaining information or guidance. Before the advent of smartphones 
or social media this might have involved asking for directions or travel 
recommendations. More recently, conservatives’ communications 
with hosts might typically involve speaking with indigenous tour-
ist representatives, hotel staf, tour guides or taxi drivers. This con-
stitutes relatively shallow contact, such as seeking local knowledge, 
although it would also likely contribute to a positive retrospective, 
if generalising, impression of a place (‘the people were so nice, so helpful’). 
Thirdly, criticizers, tend to be more self-directed and experienced trav-
ellers. They are likely to interact with hosts a little more. They regu-
larly have service-oriented conversations and casually converse with 
hosts, whilst at the same time remaining relatively detached from 
local communities. Despite having more knowledge of a host culture, 
criticizers view hosts through their own cultural lens, and often make 
judgments based on prior (‘I know best’), established attitudes.A fourth 
group, explorers, are also experienced travellers, though are open to 
greater social contact with hosts, going out of their way to engage in 
social interaction with locals. They are eager to fnd out about them 
through casual conversation, often in the local language. Explorers 
determinedly stray into non-tourist sites and seek out locations that 
are of the well-worn tourist trail. Host contact meaningfully impacts 
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attitudes and perceptions of explorers, often changing preconceived 
ideas about a group or place. Of the fve groups, the ffth, belonging 
seekers, are certainly more travellers than tourists. They engage with 
locals at a relatively deep level, sharing experiences, participating in 
daily life and establishing non-utilitarian friendships.Where possible 
and if invited, they visit host homes and share authentic indigenous 
cultural experiences, and are most likely to report enhanced, positive 
attitudes of a place and its residents. Belonging seekers are the most 
likely to extend their visits, seek employment or voluntary work in 
host communities, learn the language and remain culturally attached. 

Though necessarily rather general and mainly applicable to the 
feld of leisure travel, these tourist typologies help us understand 
varieties of traveller motivations in terms of attitudes towards host 
communities.They can also be seen as fuid, rather than fxed, typol-
ogies. For example, whilst a visitor may begin as a conservative, the 
passage of time and cultivation of interest may see them fourish into 
a belonging-seeker. Traveller types difer in relation to openness and 
desire to explore visited communities. However, despite these dif-
fering groups, perhaps the two social groups who have attracted the 
most attention from social psychologists are not the diferent varie-
ties of travellers, but the broader groups of travellers and hosts. 

C A N  TOUR I SM  H E L P  U S  TO  G E T  A LONG?  

Whilst rarely a reason for travel, encounters between locals and travel-
lers are an inevitable consequence of tourism.Traveller-host encoun-
ters often infuence pre-existing attitudes about people from other 
cultures, since intergroup contact mediates our understanding of out-
groups. Meetings between locals and travellers inform stereotypes 
and may even improve intergroup relations (Kirillova et al., 2015). 
Travel and intercultural encounter have the capacity to reduce anxi-
ety, mediate distrust and enhance empathy between groups (Dovidio 
et al., 2002). Tourism has even been explicitly identifed as a posi-
tive factor for promoting peace between diferent cultures (Gursoy & 
Nunkoo, 2019). 
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According to the contact hypothesis (Allport, 1979) encoun-
ters between people from diferent cultures, facilitated by travel, can 
enhance intercultural perceptions.The theory proposes that intergroup 
contact reduces prejudice and improves relations under certain con-
ditions. For example, where there is equal status between represent-
atives of groups, prejudice reduction is likely. Other fertile conditions 
for improved relations are agreed cultural values (about dress codes, 
diet or noise level tolerance) and opportunities for informal personal 
interaction. Under such circumstances, travellers to new destinations 
can often form lasting friendships and improve their cultural under-
standing (Pratt & Liu, 2015).Without such favourable conditions, prej-
udice, discrimination and hostility can be associated with intercultural 
contact (Sherif, 1966). Problematically, tourism often involves contact 
between people in unequal status situations. Relatively privileged travel-
lers mix with hosts who work in hotels, restaurants, or as travel guides, 
who have lower levels of income than their visitors. Thus, interaction 
between tourists and local people is often restricted to brief, shallow, 
unequal interactions (Dilek, 2016), potentially undermining opportu-
nities for meaningful contact or reduced prejudice. 

Contact hypothesis helps us understand the likelihood of positive 
outcomes between tourists and hosts and the dangers of encounters 
between groups with difering economic circumstances or cultural 
norms (Çelik, 2019a).As tourists and locals mingle, exchanging goods 
or information (Yilmaz & Tascı, 2015), the contact hypothesis would 
predict prejudice reduction in the absence of status diferences, histor-
ical (colonial) conficts between groups, or difering norms (Pernecky, 
2015). Opportunities for tourism to improve intercultural relations 
depend on other factors too, like the quality of the contact, the state of 
pre-existing relationships between cultural groups and how enjoyable 
the travel experience is overall (Tomljenovic, 2010). It seems that the 
optimum conditions for a positive intercultural encounter on holiday 
would be a positive travel experience, where hosts and visitors share 
values and status, and are already positively disposed to one another. 

In one reported case, following a German group tour to Antalya 
(Turkey), intergroup prejudices reportedly worsened (Sirakaya-Turk 
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et al., 2014).Antagonistic attitudes were aggravated by a general dissatis-
faction with the overall holiday experience, with the tour guide, even 
with the shopping facilities. Elsewhere, and more encouragingly, a visit 
to Russia by tourists from the U.S. coincided with a small, improved 
attitude towards Russian people, despite a simultaneous deterioration 
in attitudes towards the Russian government (Çelik, 2019a). In another 
‘before and after’ style study, 33 Israelis visiting Egypt and 29 Egyptians 
visiting Israel were interviewed, with a quarter of Israelis and most of 
the Egyptians changing their attitudes positively (Maoz, 2010) after the 
travel experience. Most research linking the contact hypothesis with 
tourist-host interactions associates positive attitude change with travel, 
with some caveats relating to factors such as equal status and meaning-
ful contact (Tomljenovic, 2010). It has therefore been suggested that 
tourist destinations urge visitors to stay longer, visit events organised by 
locals and learn more about local cultures (Çelik, 2019a). 

Duration of intercultural contact can also infuence attitudes 
towards other cultural groups. Like many other forms of human 
relations, tourist-host contact can progress through stages over time, 
not all of them harmonious. Often a honeymoon period descends 
into intolerance or fatigue. In popular destinations, as tourist num-
bers increase or as the tourist season wears on, the patience of hosts 
can wear thin (Brida et al., 2010). Initial euphoria at the economic 
benefts of attracting visitors can give way to apathy, annoyance and 
antagonism (Bogan & Sarıısık, 2016). Declining levels of tolerance 
in tourist-host interactions can see them go from embracement (locals 
accept tourists) to tolerance (locals indecisive or ambivalent), to adjust-
ment (locals try and prevent tourists from visiting), then withdrawal 
(locals want to leave and/or express hostility) (Ap & Crompton, 
1993). It appears that many people who live in popular tourist spots 
welcome visitors up to a point, at least initially. 

Host-visitor contact can also infuence intercultural attitudes 
beyond the context of tourism. For example, there is evidence of travel 
afecting attitudes following immigration (Moufakkir, 2013). When 
members of a relatively unknown outgroup take up long-term resi-
dence in a community, intercultural attitudes can change.Tension may 
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arise between majority culture hosts and visiting minorities, such as 
immigrants. Here too, stages of acceptance often unfold. For example, 
in the case of Moroccan immigrants in the Netherlands, initial accept-
ance reportedly gave way to fatigue and animosity (Moufakkir, 2013), 
with an interesting knock-on efect too. Negative attitudes towards 
the visiting outgroup infuenced subsequent attitudes of travellers who 
then visited North Africa. Interviews with participants from the Neth-
erlands suggested that frst contacts with intercultural outgroup visi-
tors at home had an infuence on future attitudes towards hosts during 
travel. According to this dynamic, immigration and tourism interact 
with each other in relation to attitude change. Hence, Dutch peoples’ 
perceptions about Moroccan residents in the Netherlands afected 
their appetite for visiting Morocco. It appears that in a globalised 
world, frst impressions of particular cultural groups often take place 
not at the tourist destination, but before travel, following domestic 
encounters. First impressions of a tourist destination, it seems, often 
begin in your own city, shop or restaurant. 

Travel, whether it be tourism or immigration, is a key site of inter-
cultural encounter. Meaningful, equal status contact between cultural 
groups with similar values appears to be a positive force for inter-
cultural relations. Problematically, tourism and immigration cannot 
always provide these forms of contact. 

TR I P  ADV I S I NG :  SOC I A L  I N F LU ENC E  AND  TRAV E L  CHO IC E  

Social infuence, a signature topic of social psychology, is concerned 
with how behaviour changes in the light of others’ actions. Several 
varieties of social infuence have been identifed (Kelman, 1958). For 
example, the term compliance is used to describe a situation where 
behaviours of others are adopted, yet private, perhaps dissenting, 
opinions remain unafected (‘You can change the way I act, but not how I 
think’). Outwardly we follow suit, inwardly we retain our individuality. 
A second term, identifcation, refers to taking on others’ views or behav-
iours in order to maintain a relationship with them, keep them on 
our side, or be liked (‘If I agree with them,perhaps I will be accepted as part of their 
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group’).Thirdly, internalisation is when the infuence of others is enough 
to produce internal, attitudinal, as well as behavioural, change (‘I agree 
with him and will act accordingly’). When making travel choices we are 
often guided by what others say or do. Word of mouth, guidebooks, 
online reviews, greatly afect our travel plans.We might see this as an 
example of internalisation, wherein our internal views, intentions 
and external actions are all swayed by friends, family, travel experts or 
online infuencers.Alternatively, if we take a trip with another person 
in order to please them, whilst internally remaining ambivalent about 
it this might be described as identifcation. 

Whilst it is common for online trip-advising strangers to infuence 
our travel decisions, the level of expertise of these infuencers is not 
always especially high. We seem not to rely on online infuencers 
being travel experts when seeking their opinions. Rather, qualities 
such as the recency of a post, or how factually accurate it seems to be, 
are more desirable qualities of a review (Vermeulen & Seegers, 2009; 
Ayeh et al., 2013). Expert or otherwise, trip advice about choosing a 
particular hotel, travelling sustainably or opting for a walking route, 
greatly infuence purchasing decisions (Hsu & Huang, 2012; von 
Bergner & Lohmann, 2013). User-generated reviews are arguably the 
most important promotional tools in travel marketing (Shu-Chuan & 
Kim, 2018). Most travellers with access to social media spend over 
two hours surfng for information about a trip (Nielsen, 2015), look-
ing for guidance from strangers who have already experienced what 
they are about to (Bilgihan et al., 2016). 

To paraphrase Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, nothing infuences 
people more than a recommendation from a trusted friend. These 
days, trusted friends typically belong to online infuencer communi-
ties. Online word of mouth has overtaken old school alternatives (ask-
ing neighbours and friends) as the go-to source of travel guidance. 
The online family is now the prime user-generated infuencer for 
tourists and travellers. Over three-quarters of travellers consult online 
customer reviews when booking hotels (Shu-Chuan & Kim, 2018.), 
revealing a positive correlation between purchase intentions and pos-
itive reviews (Tanford & Montgomery, 2015). Where income allows, 
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many customers will pay more for hotels that have better reviews 
(Fillieri & McLeay, 2014). 

In a study investigating socially infuenced travel purchases, pre-
dictably, participants were signifcantly less likely to choose a resort 
with just a minority of favourable reviews. More surprisingly, having 
a majority of favourable reviews was no more appealing than having 
no reviews at all. In other words, a small minority of negative reviews 
severely damaged a resort’s appeal (Tanford & Montgomery, 2015). 
Endorsing this ‘one bad apple’ efect, in a famous social psychological 
laboratory experiment, Solomon Asch (1956) demonstrated that par-
ticipants’ decision-making was far more heavily infuenced by others 
where those other opinions were unanimously held. As in Tanford’s 
research into online trip advice, one dissenting voice was shown to 
have a considerable efect in undermining the majority view. Where 
trip advice is concerned, one 1-star review can undo all the work of 
a long list of glowing 5-star tributes. 

As well as infuencing consumer travel decisions, social infuence 
can afect the behaviour of the reviewers themselves; a case of infu-
encers infuencing infuencers. One study found the linguistic style of 
online travel reviews rubbed of on other reviewers. Comparing the 
stock phrases, linguistic tics and adjectives used in positive (5-star) 
restaurant reviews with those used by punters giving 4 stars or less, 
it was found each group used very similar vocabulary (Shu-Chuan & 
Kim, 2018). Five-star rating or not, similar uses of vocabulary suggest 
a social infuence efect among reviewers.This suggests that reviewers 
read other reviews to help them compose their own, suggesting that 
social infuence afects the reviewing style of posters as well as the 
purchasing patterns of consumers (Oliveira et al., 2020). 

Why do some of us feel the need to ofer travel tips to people we 
will never meet? One attraction of posting reviews may be the result-
ing feeling of belongingness to, or togetherness with, our fellows in 
the imagined community of travellers. Writing travel advice arguably 
satisfes a need to be helpful, or to be accepted by peers (Shu-Chuan 
& Kim, 2018). This aligns with the aforementioned variety of social 
infuence known as identifcation (Kelman, 1958). It has also been 
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suggested that sharing travel recommendations is motivated by altru-
ism (Munar & Jacobsen, 2014), or by a desire for increased self-esteem 
(Oliveira et al., 2020). Does this reveal a need to identify with other 
online users by sharing travel blunders and discoveries? Posting advice 
to help others, or to feel acceptance, suggests that we glean a form of 
attachment motivation from participating in online travel communi-
ties. We satisfy a desire to share, help and maintain relationships with 
others. 

Besides altruism and identifcation, various other rewards have 
been put forward as motivations for trip advising, ranging from 
enjoyment, a desire to exert power over large companies, venting 
negative afect (letting of steam), raising self-esteem or wanting to 
become an infuencer (Yoo & Gretzel, 2008).Trip advisors vary mark-
edly in tone and motive. They have been variously labelled as altruists 
(predisposed to help), careerists (keen to spark discussion and become 
infuencers), hipsters (seeking identifcation or connectedness), boo-
merangs (comment and like seekers), and connectors (keen to share expe-
riences) (Brett, 2011).Yet not every traveller writes reviews. A large, 
silent majority of so-called lurkers use travel reviews without exerting 
their own infuence (Munar & Jacobsen, 2014). Perhaps they abstain 
from posting because of concerns over security (Osatuyi, 2015), or 
because of personality traits such as low self-esteem (Preece et al., 
2004).Whatever the reason, we should keep in mind that despite the 
undoubted social infuence of online reviews, most content is pro-
duced by a vocal minority of travellers (Sun et al., 2014). 

Social infuence theory helps us to understand various aspects of 
travel behaviour, including purchasing patterns and the urge to share 
travel advice. By absorbing the experiences of others, learning from 
their howlers and travel highs, we change our behaviours, attitudes 
and purchasing habits, arguably through a process of internalisation 
(Oliveira et al., 2020), adapting how we think and how we act.Addi-
tionally, we may share travel content, ofering advice which helps us 
feel helpful, infuential or socially accepted (Sedera et al., 2017). Per-
haps through identifying with others (Kelman, 1974), travel infu-
encers and casual posters can develop a sense of belongingness to a 
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community of strangers, a process which might also aford a sense of 
social identity and self-esteem (Zhou, 2011). We should also make 
clear that, aside from these apparent psychological rewards of online 
travel advising, on a practical level, sharing experiences is both enjoy-
able and helpful to those of us who are keen to avoid negative travel 
experiences. 
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Though ideally pleasurable, travel can make us feel uneasy. It is fraught 
with potentially justifable fears (of being hijacked, getting lost, los-
ing belongings), anxieties (about being away from home), worries 
(about being late, missing connections) and phobias (of crowds, aer-
oplanes, open spaces, confned spaces). But how are these distinct, 
and why are so many of them associated with travel? In this chapter 
we will try to answer some of these questions, using psychological 
research to enlighten us. 

Fear has biochemical and emotional components (Fennell, 2017). 
The former provokes sweating, increased heart rate and high adren-
aline levels, making us extremely alert. The emotional components 
of fear can be experienced positively (pleasure, excitement) or nega-
tively (avoidance, distress). For those people who are thrill-seekers, or 
who happen to be in a carefree mood, fear is more likely to be expe-
rienced as a pleasurable emotion. For those with a cautious disposi-
tion or mood, fear will be experienced negatively.Whilst biochemical 
fear may be the same for all of us, the emotional response may be 
good or bad, depending on personality or mood. In either case, fear 
is useful for signalling danger or threat. It alerts us to take adaptive, 
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precautionary measures; the so-called fght or fight response. In the 
context of travel, a valuable fear response might lead us to avoid or 
vacate spaces that are perceived as threatening. 

Fear is typically directed towards a specifc threat, like a suspi-
cious-looking fellow traveller, an unattended package or a stray dog. It 
focuses on known, identifable, external dangers (Steimer, 2002). Con-
trastingly, anxiety is a generalized response to a non-specifc threat, expe-
rienced as an ill-defned internal confict or uneasiness. Fear’s object is 
external, known and in our sights.Anxiety’s origin is uncertain. It is often 
accompanied by a lack of control or feelings of uncertainty, making cop-
ing difcult. We sometimes feel anxious about leaving our familiar sur-
roundings, though without any identifable focus reason why. 

When fears are experienced more intensely, even requiring treat-
ment, we deem them to be phobias. Phobias impair normal func-
tioning, provoke consistent avoidance behaviour and are regarded as 
irrational. Around 10% of people experience a phobia during their 
lifetime, although rates of diagnosis range from 3% in some cul-
tures to 15% in others (Eaton et al., 2018). Your chance of being 
diagnosed with a phobia rises in higher income countries, where 
incidentally international travel is also more afordable and common. 
These diferences are likely due to the quality and availability of dif-
fering assessment and diagnostic instruments across cultures (Eaton 
et al., 2018). Both fear reactions and phobic diagnosis are cultur-
ally relative, and so are triggered diferently in diferent places. For 
example, Taijin Kyofusho, a form of social phobia, is reportedly unique 
to Japanese and Korean cultures (Essau et al., 2013). Other countries 
demonstrate a common fear of international terrorism, refugees, or 
of people from specifc countries with whom they share borders. 
According to one report, Poles can be disproportionately fearful of 
people from Russia (Borger et al., 2015). Some of the fears men-
tioned here (e.g. social phobia, xenophobia) are related to travel and 
tourism. Furthermore, the age group most likely to report a phobia 
is mid-life to old age; again, those most likely to be able to aford to 
travel, for leisure at least. Several common phobic objects, such as 
planes, open spaces, strangers, are also synonymous with travel. 
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Besides fear, phobia and anxiety, travel can also be accompanied by 
more moderate feelings of worry. Like fear, worry is less generalised 
and visceral than anxiety (Winch, 2014). We may worry specifcally 
about getting to the airport on time, whilst having a more generalised 
anxiety about travel. Looking on the bright side, worry can be quite 
constructive. It is more likely to trigger problem-solving than, say, 
anxiety, which befuddles us and makes solutions less likely. Although 
the terms fear and worry can be used interchangeably, fear is usually 
prompted by a specifc danger (heights, loud noises or air travel). 
Worry is a milder feeling that something bad might happen (missing 
an aeroplane, getting lost). 

Evidently there is plenty to concern us about travel. A journey may 
be hampered by generalised anxiety, specifc fears, debilitating pho-
bias, or a milder worry. Fear and worry are quite distressing. Anxiety 
is more powerful, disruptive and problematic.A phobia (for example, 
of fying) is likely to efect a change of itinerary. Fear and worry can 
be helpful and facilitate strategies to deal with their sources.They are 
part of normal functioning. Phobias and anxiety are often pathologi-
cal and may require treatment. 

TR AV E L  F E V ER : OR I G I N S,  VAR I E T I E S  AND  SOURCES  

Fear-like, physiological or emotional responses to travel have been 
recognised as a nervous condition since the 19th century, when lei-
sure travel became an option for privileged European elites (Zencker 
et al., 2021). Diagnostic labels like travel fever denoted a form of 
unbalanced restlessness or overstimulation which combined 

simultaneous feelings of anticipation or longing for the unknown 
and fear of temporarily abandoning safe home environments. 

(Zencker et al., 2021: 2) 

Travel fever pulls us in two directions. It combines nervous antic-
ipation of entering the unknown with uncertainty about what is 
being left behind. Whether travelling short or long haul, and for 
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whatever purpose, there are plenty of potential sources of travel 
fever, which may manifest themselves as fear, anxiety, phobia or 
worry. Every stage of a journey (planning, departing, being some-
where new, returning, even reminiscing) can elicit fear or anxiety 
(Fennell, 2017). At various points along a journey, specifc sources 
of travel fear might include unfamiliar spaces or food, excessive 
speed, even injections (often a requirement of international travel). 
One study found nearly 40% of travellers feared injections (Noble 
et al., 2013). 

Arrival in unfamiliar destinations can usher in a whole world of 
worry, fear or anxiety. Unfamiliar food is a common source of fear. 
Food tourists in Asia reported concern over unidentifable meats, 
with culturally specifc foods such as reptile or dog being especially 
associated with fear responses in visitors from countries where these 
are absent from the menu (Cohen & Avieli, 2004). Even tourist 
attractions, perhaps the very reason for travelling in the frst place, 
can induce fear. For adventure tourists, maybe such risks are what 
make attractions attractive in the frst place (Stone & Sharpley, 2008). 
The physical danger of climbing a mountain, swimming with dol-
phins or wild camping, may be part of the appeal. Beyond adventure 
travel, participating in mundane activities in unfamiliar surround-
ings has its dangers too; large crowds, heights, heavy trafc, the risk 
of getting lost, overzealous police or enforced contact with people 
from unfamiliar cultural groups. U.S. travellers visiting non-western-
ised countries have reported fear reactions linked to encounters with 
unfamiliar life habits and standards of cleanliness (Kingsbury et al., 
2012). Encountering cultural diference can manifest itself as culture 
shock, defned as 

a series of related psychological reactions developing over time 
with continued exposure to an alien culture. 

(Cort & King, 1979: 212) 

Fear of diference is especially prevalent where travellers encounter 
unfamiliar artefacts, signs or symbols (‘What does this street sign say?’), 
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perhaps leading to withdrawal, hostility towards locals or generalised 
anxiety. Susceptibility to culture-shock is not universal however and 
depends on factors such as prior travel experience (McKercher & Lui, 
2013). Those who are unaccustomed to encountering diverse cul-
tures are most likely to be unsettled by new experiences and to yearn 
for familiarity. It has also been found that people who are generally 
intolerant of ambiguity in their everyday lives (lovers of order and 
tidiness) are particularly susceptible to culture-shock anxiety (Cort & 
King, 1979). Intolerance of unpredictability makes independent travel 
a particularly unsettling experience. 

In extreme cases, travel fear gets out of control. Travel phobia, 
involving excessive or unreasonable fear and avoidance behaviours, 
can afect passengers on public transport, motorists, motorcyclists, 
cyclists or pedestrians (de Jongh et al., 2011).Whatever the mode of 
transport, travel phobia often attaches itself to experiences which are 
integral to encountering new places. When visiting somewhere new 
(to us) we often fnd ourselves in unfamiliar open spaces (and may 
feel agoraphobic), small spaces (claustrophobic), crowded spaces 
(demophobic), on busy roads (hodophobic), fights (aviophobic), 
or at risk of infection (nosophobic). COVID-19 spurned labels used 
to describe persistent, disruptive fear of travel during a pandemic, 
such as coronaphobia, or the more generalised coronavirus anxiety 
(Asmundson & Taylor, 2020). The wide range of available travel-re-
lated phobias refects the diversity of experiences that travel ofers. 
We have plenty of phobic objects to choose from, although in truth 
they rather choose us; other people, animals, natural phenomena 
(storms, heights, water), human-made phenomena (vehicles, fying, 
confned spaces), illness and physical injury (Torgersen et al., 2000). 
That many of these phobic objects present perceptible risks is unde-
niable, and so it is debatable as to whether these are irrational phobias 
or justifable fears. For most travellers, whilst they would constitute 
legitimate sources of fear to be acknowledged and guarded against, 
they would not prevent travel altogether (Fennell, 2017). 

Besides the aforementioned specifc sources of travel fear, a more 
generalised anxiety associated with travel and tourism has been 
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identifed, by the American Psychiatric Association, as a psychological 
condition with cognitive, behavioural, emotional and physiological 
dimensions (APA, 2013). Travel anxiety (‘I have a bad feeling about this 
journey’), like specifc fears, can be triggered at various points on a 
journey, leading to somatic (physiological) and cognitive symptoms 
(distressing thoughts). Anxiety provoking pinch points include trip 
preparation, fnancial uncertainty, transport dangers, destination 
and activity unknowns, accommodation, physical safety (Minnaert, 
2014). Even before setting of, anticipatory anxiety (persistent dis-
tress about future travel) can produce somatic (insomnia, dizziness) 
or cognitive symptoms (distress, worry). These may prevent travel 
altogether and lead to panic attacks or depression (Lee, 2020). 

Travel fears and anxieties can lead to interruptions or cancellations 
to our journeys. This is partly because they are often experienced 
physically, as well as psychologically. 

TH E  EMBOD IMENT  O F  F EAR  AND  ANX I E T Y  

Fear responses to leaving home and entering the unknown can be 
visceral and embodied. We feel travel fever, rather than just being cog-
nizant of it. Travel fear and anxiety are responses to physical dangers 
encountered in transit for bodies which, especially when in unfamiliar 
territory, are always at risk (Symonds, 2017). Indeed, because we are 
on high alert during travel, we often design or modify our routes on 
a safety-frst basis, even if this sometimes means travelling a little fur-
ther (‘I will avoid that short-cut, it may be dangerous’).The positive correlation 
between the perception of travel risk and feelings of anxiety is well-
known (Reisinger & Manondo, 2005). Embodied, anxious responses 
to perceived emotional, social and psychological risks all combine 
to form concerns about physical safety (Schifman et al., 2012). If, 
for example, we are lost in an unfamiliar city, our feelings of frus-
tration, helplessness and anger are physically, as well as cognitively, 
felt (Burkitt, 2014).The body is central to travel fear, and the further 
from home we transport it, the more fear or anxiety it is likely to 
experience.The further we are from home comforts and the more we 
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surround ourselves with perceived diference, the more fearful many 
of us become (Sousa & Bradley, 2006).There are plenty of exceptions 
to this rule of course, but generally, cultural distance correlates with 
“psychic distance”, and a perceived potential for culture-based misin-
terpretations and misunderstandings, again heightening risk percep-
tions and the experience of embodied fear and unease. 

Travel during a major international health scare exemplifes how 
anxiety is experienced as an embodied threat. During the Ebola epi-
demic in West Africa in 2014, fear of touring in the region coincided 
with a 50% decrease in visits (even to West African countries unaf-
fected by Ebola), up to three years after the emergency (WorldTravel & 
Tourism Council, 2018). In Gambia, despite a prolonged period with-
out reported Ebola cases, incoming tourism halved over a two-year 
period (Novelli et al., 2018). Global health scares leave lasting efects 
on the public consciousness. International travellers respond to world 
events, are guided by published statistics and make difcult decisions 
about the safety of travel.An element of travel fear under these circum-
stances is understandable and rational, considering the role played by 
tourism in epidemic wave transmission (Widmar et al., 2017). Res-
piratory illnesses such as SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) and 
MERS (Middle East respiratory syndrome) both spread along crowded 
tourism routes (Hong Kong and Jeddah) during 2002 and 2012 
respectively (Al-Tawfq et al., 2014). COVID-19, which frst appeared 
in Wuhan, China, before spreading worldwide, inevitably stoked travel 
fear (Novelli et al., 2018). Aside from the threat of infection, travel 
restrictions, quarantine and isolation measures (used to control infec-
tion) all fuel fear amongst the public (Eichelberger, 2007). Fears are 
magnifed and accelerated as social media enables us to observe oth-
ers’ reactions and experiences (Dalrymple et al., 2016).Tourists facing 
high risks, with restricted medical care during a pandemic outbreak, 
may develop a sense of helplessness and long-term anxiety towards 
travelling. Justifable fears of travel following global health emergencies 
illustrate the physical roots of our psychological travel concerns. 

Whilst it is difcult to accurately assess COVID-19’s efect on 
perceived travel risk, there have been attempts to engage with this 
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problem psychometrically. In constructing a Pandemic Anxiety Travel Scale 
(PATS), Zencker et al. (2021) set out to measure pandemic related 
travel anxiety. PATS seeks to measure anticipatory travel anxiety using 
items such as ‘I am afraid to risk my life when I travel because of COVID-19’,‘When 
watching news about COVID-19 I become nervous or anxious about travel’, and ‘I do 
not feel safe to travel due to COVID-19’. Focusing on cognitive-based trav-
el-related decision-making, PATS assesses the likelihood of reduced 
travel intention at a time when people are perhaps justifably more 
likely to fear crowds (Zenker & Kock, 2020), unknown situations or 
groups who are perceived as being culturally diferent (Faulkner et 
al., 2004). In the same vein, it has been found that higher scores on 
xenophobia predict a lower intention to travel and a desire to avoid 
the unknown (Kock et al., 2019). The likelihood is that global pan-
demics heighten both specifc travel fears, as well as more generalised 
anxieties about being in unfamiliar places. 

Whilst scales such as PATS can help to identify changes in travel 
decisions based on heightened risk perception, we should remember 
that travel decisions are seldom based on rationally weighing up sta-
tistical probabilities alone, or physical feelings of wellness. They can 
also be infuenced by anecdotal evidence, social media and specula-
tion. Hence, our decisions about whether to go or stay are less than 
informed at times (Wang & Ackerman, 2019). As we are about to 
explore, travel decisions can be infuenced by factors ranging from 
emotional responses, childhood traumas or unconscious desires. 

AN  UNCONSC IOUS  F EAR  O F  F LY I NG  

For all but two years between 1975 and 2010, the number of fatal accidents 
in large aircraft could be counted on the fngers of one hand. 

Savage (2013: 18) 

Statistically speaking, fear of fying is unfounded. Its existence illus-
trates a tendency to miscalculate when planning some journeys. 
Planes trump cars, trains, buses, ferries and motorcycles in the safety 
stakes. Fatal air accident risk fell by around 90% from 0.8 per million 
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departures in the mid 1970s to less than 0.1 in 2013 (Savage, 2013). 
Yet these fgures are insufciently reassuring to prevent some of us 
from harbouring an unconscious, irrational fear of fying (aviopho-
bia). The most acknowledged fears associated with fying relate to 
taking of and landing (Page, 2004). From a psychodynamic per-
spective, aviophobia may be down to a perfect storm of leaving the 
security of home (and land), entering the unknown, very quickly, at 
35,000 feet, and doing all this whilst being surrounded by strangers 
(Kahr, 2004). This cocktail of perceived risk and uprootedness can 
manifest itself as a form of separation anxiety. Like many infants, 
some adults grow anxious when leaving behind the safety, warmth 
and familiarity of home. Hence, in-fight traveller separation anxi-
ety is likely to be felt more acutely in individuals who experienced 
infantile separation. The adult fying experience may revive previous 
experiences of separation and loss, and an unconscious fear of falling 
(Kahr, 2004). 

Traveller separation anxiety was the subject of a departure lounge-
based feld experiment in which the attachment behaviours of sepa-
rating couples were observed (Fraley & Shaver, 2000). Couples who 
were separating and saying goodbye displayed more obvious attach-
ment behaviours (clinging, holding, staying close) than those who 
were not. Furthermore, those who had previously reported (on a 
questionnaire) more anxious attachment styles showed greater dis-
tress at the prospect of separation from their partners than did those 
who had reported more secure attachment styles.This reinforces the 
parallels between separation anxieties felt during what may already be 
perceived as the perilous practice of fying, and the anxieties felt by 
some individuals during previously experienced infantile separation. 

Beyond the departure lounge, having left dry land (and perhaps 
our signifcant others) behind, further parallels between infantile 
separation anxiety and fight anxiety emerge. Once seatbelts have 
been fastened the duty of care for passenger security devolves to a 
hopefully reassuring team of smiling, uniformed carers. Psychother-
apist Brett Kahr (2004) highlights the surrogate parenting roles of 
onboard cabin crews.At high altitude we are passive recipients of care 
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and attention administered by a feet of skilled (mainly female) fight 
attendants, who feed and protect us and grant us occasional permis-
sion to go to the bathroom. As our role models they enact the ritual 
of the safety demonstration, showing us how to behave if we get into 
deep water. Behind the scenes, the (predominantly male) pilots, for 
the purposes of this analogy, play the role of absent fathers, working 
tirelessly to get us to where we want to go. The onboard scenario is 
an uncanny reconstruction of a domestic reality which is common in 
many (though not all) households. 

Kahr’s playful analogy suggests that modern passenger aircraft 
share many interpersonal dynamics of infantile experience, complete 
with an onboard parenting crew controlling safety, mealtimes, free 
movement and access to sanitation. And they do all this at 35,000 
feet. Small wonder that this scenario elicits regressive behaviour at 
times; air rage, irrational fear, selfshness, oral gratifcation (heavy 
drinking).We might see air travel as a site of experience which com-
bines reasonable fears of albeit unlikely events (crashing, terrorism) 
with the reignition of primitive, infantile fears (separation, falling), 
all taking place in a situation where unknown adults are responsible 
for our wellbeing. In this high-altitude capsule we entrust the cabin 
crew and pilot with our safety.They are our best hope of overcoming 
any fears that we might have. 

FAC ING  TH E  F E V ER : MANAG ING  TRAV E L  F EAR  

An obvious coping strategy for reducing travel fear, short of not trav-
elling, is to avoid or minimise risk. Conservative travel strategies 
include sticking to known, internationally branded hotels, hiring 
native-language guides, eating familiar food or participating in group 
tours (McKercher & Lui, 2013). Many of these are the bread and but-
ter of the package tourism industry, which is founded on providing 
travel experiences for the risk averse.To more adventurous travellers, 
they take the fun out of the journey. 

Conservative travel creates safe bubbles which allow us to expe-
rience new places and cultures without fully immersing ourselves 
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in unfamiliar places. A coach trip through a busy city, a guided tour 
through an open-air market, a heavily supervised safari, are all via-
ble low-risk travel tactics. Cruises are another example of supervised 
global exploration. Compare, for example, the risks faced on board 
a passenger cruise ship with those at large in the streets of an unsu-
pervised port. The former is a safe, mobile haven, with novel, regu-
lated experiences in exotic locations. In the port meanwhile, we can 
encounter otherness and experience emotions associated with enter-
ing the unknown.Traveller enclaves like cruise ships, luxury coaches, 
international hotels, theme parks and backpacker hostels facilitate 
travel without the risk of letting go of familiar comforts (Wilson & 
Richards, 2008).Travel bubbles are a shield against culture-shock anx-
iety.They can be used throughout a trip, for those who prefer to min-
imise risk altogether. Alternatively, they are handy safe bases for those 
who can tolerate intermittent immersion in novel environments. 

Conservative travel bubbles ofer a risk management strategy for 
fear reduction which illustrates so-called protection motivation the-
ory (Zheng et al., 2021).This theory highlights a common tendency, 
when participating in travel or other potentially risky activities, to 
cognitively assess threats posed, then respond by performing protec-
tive behaviour.We identify travel risks, then make decisions to protect 
ourselves from them (‘I want to see the busy market, but I’ll take a tour guide 
with me’). In the wider feld of public health, protection motivation 
theory predicts that we will follow health advice to prevent threats. 
For travellers this means avoiding risky destinations and activities, or 
at least only visiting them with caution (Lu & Wei, 2019). Our ability 
to protect ourselves is mediated by the level of threat we perceive and 
by our perceived efcacy for protecting ourselves. Hence, when we 
think the level of threat associated with travel is manageable, and that 
it is within our power to minimise those threats, we will go ahead 
and adopt cautious travel strategies.This may involve travelling locally, 
delaying a trip, or adopting low risk, socially distanced bubbles (Lu & 
Wei, 2019; Ruan et al., 2020). Protection motivation theory predicts 
the type of risk-based travel decisions we will make, leading us to 
modify our itineraries (‘Visiting that place looks risky, so I’ll go somewhere else). 
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But these decisions are more than mere calculations.They are medi-
ated by levels of worry, an additional factor in translating risk per-
ception into protective action (Chien et al., 2017). Worry has been 
shown to heighten health risk perceptions and so motivate protective 
behaviour.The more we worry, the more alert we are to travel threats. 
Worry can be a valuable travel companion. It reminds us of risks and 
nags us to do something about them (Watkins, 2008). 

Although worrying about travel risks prepares us for stressful situa-
tions and elicits coping strategies, there are caveats. One of these is the 
level of control we have over perceived risks. For example, it is helpful 
to worry about risks that we can do something about, but there is little 
point in worrying about the uncontrollable or unavoidable.There is a 
positive correlation between perceived control and protective behav-
ior (Monica Chien et al., 2017), but little point, it seems, in worrying 
about the heat in Egypt or slipperiness underfoot on a skiing holiday. 

Fear, whilst often regarded as a negative emotion, can also help 
minimise threatening or dangerous travel scenarios. Fear is an emo-
tional response that motivates threat avoidance (Cisler et al., 2009). 
Like worry, fear prompts protective behaviour in the face of threat 
(Boss et al., 2015). Whilst fear may be distressing, it helps us take 
threats more seriously, increasing the likelihood of self-protection 
(Chen & Yang, 2019). For example, during a global pandemic the 
threat of travelling to a region with high infection rates can trigger 
fear, motivating us to protect ourselves by postponing travel. Assisted 
by fear, worry and any available statistical evidence, we prefer to 
eliminate risky destinations from our list of alternatives at the travel 
planning stage (Sharifpour et al., 2014). Evidently, decisions about 
reducing the risks of travel arise from a combination of emotional 
responses and rational problem-solving (Zheng et al., 2021). 

Much as we try to eliminate triggers for travel fear, sometimes this 
is beyond us. In travel, as in life, the more in control of a source of 
danger we are, the less fear we feel (Jonas et al., 2011). The least 
controllable, most risk-bearing travel threats would include factors 
such as water quality, food safety, threats of infection. Those we feel 
moderately in control of (perhaps by having the right equipment or a 
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good map) include avoiding physical or sporting injuries, for exam-
ple when climbing, walking or swimming. A third group, including 
sexually transmitted diseases and drug use, are under the control of 
most travellers (Jonas et al., 2011). Hence, in the face of these vari-
ously controllable risks, our self-efcacy is a key factor in the manage-
ment of travel fear or anxiety. High levels of self-efcacy empower us, 
prompting us to comply with protective measures and travel advice. 
There is a positive correlation between perceived efcacy and moti-
vation towards protection (Wang & Ackerman, 2019).The moral here 
is that if we feel anxious or worried about travel, we should choose 
an itinerary with more controllable factors, and avoid those that are 
uncontrollable.The practice of tweaking travel plans by altering routes 
or avoiding dangerous spaces in order to reduce travel fear is an exam-
ple of what has been termed problem-focused coping (Shimazu & Schaufeli, 
2007). In other words, we manage travel risks by deliberate, efective 
planning. When matters are beyond our control, or where sources of 
travel fear lie in some past experience that cannot be reversed, we 
might engage in emotion-focused coping. This may involve seeking to reg-
ulate our emotions, learning to cope with fears by participating in 
therapy, mindfulness or some other psychological training. 

A therapeutic intervention for reducing phobic and trauma-
based responses to a travel threat was used with people who had 
been afected by the 2005 London public transport bombings. 
Survivors of the bombings were helped to revisit, following coun-
selling, places and forms of transport of which they were fear-
ful. Using this strategy, someone with a fear of travelling by train 
might be escorted on a railway journey to help them face their fear 
(Choy et al., 2007). Survivors of the London bombings were given 
cognitive therapy for PTSD (Ehlers et al., 2005). Cognitive behav-
ioural therapy (CBT) uses techniques such as cognitive restruc-
turing, relaxation and anxiety management. This may involve 
presenting relevant imagery and describing details of an event or 
set of events, in order to restructure cognitions. Invasive thoughts 
(‘I’m never travelling on a train again’) can be replaced, with practice, 
with more positive ones (‘The likelihood of an attack on public transport is 
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very small’). In some cases, this technique has enabled people to return 
to their preferred transport modes with minimal symptoms. Subse-
quent use of CBT trials has also produced positive results in relation 
to trauma-based travel phobia (de Jongh et al., 2011). In other, rarer 
instances, it has had the unwanted consequence of increasing fear 
responses (Handley et al., 2009). 

How curious that an activity such as travel, which most people 
view as pleasurable or privileged, presents so many challenges. Dur-
ing this chapter we have tried to identify some of these challenges 
and some strategies for coping with them. Evidently, leaving our zone 
of comfort, entering the unknown, can be an unsettling as well as 
stimulating experience. 
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The French philosopher Albert Camus (1995) noted travel’s capacity 
to bring pleasure, but also to test the spirit. Whether we are travel-
ling for pleasure, work, social, religious or health reasons or indeed 
to test ourselves in some way, we generally do so in the hope that it 
will make us happier. The happiness travel afords can take various 
forms, including pure visceral pleasure, peace and quiet or self-im-
provement.We can travel in pursuit of fun on the beach or ski-slopes, 
or seek fulfllment and self-improvement at a pilgrimage, spa or lan-
guage retreat, where healing and learning are more important than 
fun (Kay Smith & Diekmann, 2017). We can even gain fulflment 
from traveling to trace our ancestry and fnd out who we really are 
(Nawijn & Filep, 2016). Travel happiness can take many forms and 
can have as much to do with addressing anxiety as it does the pursuit 
of pleasure. For some, the happiness aforded by travel is all about 
getting away from it all; ‘it’ being work, the daily existential chal-
lenge or negative life events (Fu et al., 2015). A change of air can 
bring psychological restoration or reinvigorate our sense of fascina-
tion with the world (Packer, 2008). Temporary physical and men-
tal removal from our everyday environment can restore the spirit, 
perhaps following a visit to a so-called natural environment (Packer, 
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2008), or by participating in cultural events, in theatres, museums 
or in the streets (Pearce et al., 2011). Whether we are on the beach, 
of the beaten track or wandering round an art gallery, proponents of 
humanistic or positive psychology argue that there are two main vari-
eties of travel-related wellbeing (Seligman, 2002; Pearce et al., 2011). 

The frst of these, hedonistic wellbeing, is all about fun and enjoy-
ment. The second, eudemonic wellbeing, involves fulflment, purpose, 
or personal development, often acquired over time. Whilst hedon-
ism is associated with pleasure, eudemonic wellbeing relates more 
to happiness. Hedonic wellbeing is gleaned from the anticipation, 
experience or memory of sensory pleasures like eating, drinking, 
swimming or other physical exertions that avail themselves during 
travel (Ryan & Deci, 2001). Skiing down a mountain, swimming in a 
lake, eating exotic food, even shopping, exemplify the hedonic pleas-
ures that travel can ofer.The pursuit of eudemonic wellbeing follows 
a more sedate itinerary. It involves experiences that enrich our lives 
by teaching us something about the world or enhancing our personal 
qualities.Volunteering abroad, learning a language, visiting an art gal-
lery, even negotiating an unfamiliar transport system, might all yield 
this more enriching, less euphoric, form of happiness. Personal qual-
ities such as love of learning, appreciation of beauty, creativity, per-
sistence, kindness and resilience can all be enriched by eudemonic 
travel experiences (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Arguably, learning 
and growing through operating outside one’s comfort zone refects 
the educational role that the ‘university of travel’ can sometimes have 
(Pearce & Foster, 2007). 

GO IN G  W I TH  TH E  F LOW:  E N JOY I NG  TH E  TRAV E L  MOMENT  

Extreme sports, sun, sea and fun come with the promise of hedon-
istic pleasure. Whether they deliver on this promise depends on our 
level of expectation, as well as on the quality of the experience (de 
Botton, 2014). A spectacular sunset that exceeds expectation is likely 
to be more pleasurable than one which is just like we imagined it 
would be. Enhanced wellbeing derived from travel often depends 
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on whether expectations have been met or exceeded (Pearce et al., 
2011). This maxim can equally be applied to hedonistic or eude-
monic travel. Hence, in answer to the question ‘Does travel enhance 
wellbeing in the short or long term?’ we can say ‘Yes, when it is better 
than we thought it would be’. 

However, this so-called discrepancy model for linking travel and 
wellbeing only really works where we have expectations in the frst 
place. This is not always the case. Expectations can be sketchy or even 
absent altogether (Pearce et al., 2011).This is especially the case when 
we don’t know very much about the place we are visiting. Sometimes, 
wellbeing during travel can be evaluated minus expectation or sub-
sequent refection, in the here and now, or immediately afterwards 
(Pearce, 2005). Shorn of expectations or time for refection, how 
we feel about a travel experience often comes down to an immediate 
response to a lived, felt moment. (‘How does this feel right now?’). Arguably 
too, tapping into how we feel about an experience at the time ofers a 
truer refection of travel happiness. The ability to let go, forget expec-
tations and comparisons and enjoy the travel moment requires us to 
go with the fow of fragmentary images and bodily sensations as they 
are experienced, paying attention to events as they happen (Csiksze-
ntmihalyi, 1990). This way of evaluating wellbeing is a far cry from 
carefully composing a retrospective review onTripAdvisor. It is more of 
an emotional than a rational refection.The momentary satisfaction of 
dancing until dawn, climbing a mountain or watching a sunrise is qual-
itatively diferent from calmly weighing up the pros and cons of a hotel 
or visitor attraction, formulating judgements and awarding fve stars. A 
traveller who is immersed in an activity experiences the world through 
the body and senses, sometimes with a warped sense of time. Moments 
are stretched or compressed (Moscardo, 2009).The immersed traveller 
is willfully distracted. S/he is wooed by new surroundings and does not 
always think in straight lines.To help us understand the immersive joys 
of momentary travel experience we can use two infuential concepts 
from positive psychology: mindfulness and fow. 

Mindfulness is a desirable state refecting how we experience the 
world at a particular moment in time. It afords moment-to-moment 
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awareness of an experience, without judgment (Pearce et al., 2011). 
Many people aspire to develop mindfulness in everyday life by learn-
ing the meditative skill of directing attention, without judgement 
or evaluation, to their surroundings or inner state of mind. Medi-
tative techniques like yoga and breath control can help with this. A 
key quality of mindfulness is a capacity to direct attention towards 
the external and internal world without exercising judgement (‘This 
is how I feel right now, and that’s ok’). The mindful individual notices what 
is happening internally and externally, without recourse to evaluation 
(Carson & Langer, 2006). The ability to mindfully direct attention 
towards the present is associated with enhanced wellbeing (Pearce et 
al., 2011). People who practice mindfulness are found to be signif-
cantly more likely to experience eudemonic wellbeing (Garland et al., 
2015; George et al., 2021), suggesting a connection between mind-
ful travel and self-improvement. At a mundane level, mindfulness is 
a handy trick to have up your sleeve when travelling, especially when 
dealing with delays, detours and interruptions that can sometimes 
frustrate the hell out of you. 

The state of mindfulness is a desirable travel destination. After 
all, when travelling we constantly experience new environments and 
to fully appreciate them, it is better to be receptive and mindful, 
observing new places and our responses to them, without leaping to 
conclusions too early. Mindfulness involves patience and the ability 
to extract the good bits of even the most unpromising of locations. 
It opens travelers to new experiences and has been associated with 
enhanced satisfaction, efective learning and heightened wellbeing 
(Carson & Langer, 2006; Moscardo, 2009). The mindful traveller 
observes without hasty judgement. S/he has the happy knack of 
identifying pleasure in mundane places (an undiscovered corner, a 
curious photo opportunity, an unusual soundscape, an unpromis-
ing café, an idiosyncratic street sign, an incongruous grafto, a 
stray cat). One of our main motivations for leisure, recreational or 
spiritual travel is the pursuit of transformative, memorable moments 
which are better detected by those with a mindful outlook. Opti-
mum travel moments and associated feelings of wellbeing have been 
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likened to the experience of being in a dance. In both, perception of 
time is altered, tension is momentarily suspended and awareness of 
the present is heightened. Such mindful travel moments have been 
reported by participants in Cuban and Haitian tourist dance prac-
tices who entered 

a liminal world that gives relief from day-to-day, ordinary ten-
sions, and, for Cuban dancers and dancing tourists particularly, 
permits indulgence in near ecstatic experiences. 

(Daniel, 1996: 789) 

Besides mindfulness, another concept from positive psychology that has 
been deployed to help us understand how travel can enhance wellbe-
ing in the present moment is fow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Jackson & 
Eklund, 2004). Whereas mindfulness afords heightened physical and 
psychological awareness, fow involves absorption in a task or experi-
ence, such that awareness recedes. In a fow state we are transported 
(whether travelling or not) out of ourselves, away from conscious aware-
ness. Flow involves losing yourself in an act (walking, climbing, swim-
ming, praying, gardening, painting, writing) and brings a deep sense of 
engagement and satisfaction (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Originally used 
to describe feelings experienced by creative artists, this combination of 
intense engagement, joy and pleasure can also be experienced when vis-
iting new places.A travel fow state refects immersive engagement with 
an activity or place, such that we almost lose our sense of separation or 
identity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), as one traveller reports here 

My mind isn’t wandering. I am not thinking of something else. 
I am totally involved in what I am doing. My body feels great. I 
don’t seem to hear anything.The world seems to be cut of from 
me. I am less aware of myself and my problems. 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1982: 23) 

A study into whitewater rafting tourism highlights the link between 
fow and travel (Wu & Liang, 2011). Rafting – and, by implication, 
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other absorbing activities – enables travellers to actively, physi-
cally and psychologically engage with natural or man-made envi-
ronments. Flow theory can help us understand how travellers are 
motivated towards certain activities and how participation enhances 
feelings of wellbeing. An activity such as whitewater rafting afords 
opportunities for eudemonic skill enhancement, the challenge 
of succeeding and learning, as well as a sense of playfulness. This 
combination 

signifcantly and positively infuences tourist fow experience 
that, in turn, promotes a positive mood and satisfaction. 

(Wu & Liang, 2011: 317) 

Travel fow is typically experienced during absorbing activities such 
as windsurfng (Voelkl & Ellis, 1998) or others requiring immersion, 
challenge and skill development. Climbing, language-learning, art 
appreciation, skiing or water sports can be both fun and immersive, 
with the added advantage of helping us learn new skills (Ryan, 1995; 
Pearce et al., 2011). Flow can be likened to what humanist psycholo-
gist Abraham H. Maslow (1954) calls peak experience.We sometimes 
encounter such moments along journeys towards self-improvement. 
They simultaneously refect satisfaction and skill development and are 
aptly illustrated by eudemonic travel experiences. A study of tourists 
in famenco dance workshops (Matteucci & Filep, 2017) highlighted 
corporeal and sensory aspects of a fow state combining kinaesthetic, 
haptic, auditory, gustatory, olfactory and visual elements. The imme-
diate satisfaction brought about by absorption in peak experience 
can be associated with an uplift in mood and wellbeing, feelings of 
calm, tranquility, with time seemingly being suspended. Intrinsically 
rewarding experiences are fully engaging and teach us something 
new, enhancing eudemonic wellbeing.Whilst fow is often associated 
with active pursuits, less strenuous practices (viewing art, learning a 
language, cooking) are also fow-inducing, especially when accom-
panied by the development of expertise, such as learning about an 
artwork or a place (Ryan, 1995). 
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Although fow states, being feeting and at times unexpected, are 
difcult to monitor, this has been attempted by psychologists who 
ask participants to record moment-to-moment responses to travel 
experiences, reporting their dominant thoughts and feelings. This 
technique is known as event sampling (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). One 
study explored fow states in Australian study-abroad students living 
in Spain (Filep, 2007), with the aim of exploring travellers’ micro 
experiences, thoughts and feelings (Pearce et al., 2011). After sight-
seeing at local attractions, interviews were carried out and analysed in 
order to identify on-the-spot responses.There was evidence of mind-
fulness and fow, with travellers reported actively processing what 
they saw, whilst at the same time learning something from the expe-
rience. Some travellers were evidently caught up in peak experience, 
for example when visiting a museum and accumulating knowledge 
about history and culture. One participant reported his reaction after 
seeing Picasso’s (1937) Guernica painting in Madrid, which depicts 
the tragedies and sufering that war inficts. He described a mixture 
of challenge, learning and being lost in the moment 

I guess the closest thing I can think of is seeing Picasso’s Guernica. 
That was really one of those things that I was so in awe of that I 
didn’t feel anything for a couple of seconds. 

(Pearce et al., 2011: 55) 

Another study, this time conducted with Hungarian tourists, elicited 
reports of fow-state experience. Participants felt totally involved in 
a highly rewarding travel activity (Michalkó et al., 2014). Numerous 
aspects of fow were identifed, including the element of challenge, 
intense awareness of actions, high concentration levels and control, 
losing self-consciousness, time perception being afected and intrin-
sic satisfaction. Flow experience has also been observed amongst spa 
visitors in India,Thailand, and the Philippines (Panchal, 2012). 

Mindfulness and fow are overlapping, yet distinct concepts. 
Both refect forms of high engagement and the accumulation of 
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knowledge or skills. They are also fuid, intermittent states that 
can vary in magnitude within the same experience (Filep & Laing, 
2019). A key diference between the two is that mindfulness incor-
porates a greater awareness of the psychological and physical state, 
without judgement. The latter refects a greater degree of absorp-
tion in the moment. Both states enable us to engage profoundly in 
travel experiences whilst learning something new. Both are therefore 
consonant with eudemonic wellbeing (Garland et al., 2015; George 
et al., 2021), where the emphasis is on enrichment. This is not to 
say that hedonic pleasure cannot also be derived from activities that 
are practised mindfully (George et al., 2021). Going with the fow 
can deliver heightened wellbeing that might combine immediate 
pleasure (hedonic) with something more eudemonic.The famenco 
dancer is both learning, accumulating knowledge (eudemonic), and 
experiencing pure (hedonic) pleasure (having fun). The fuidity of 
wellbeing during travel is highlighted too when we consider that 
that travel wellness can be hedonic and eudemonic at diferent times 
within the same excursion (Voigt, 2010), at diferent times within 
the same dance. 

Travel satisfaction is a mixture of positive evaluations in the form 
of feelings and cognitions.These are sometimes experienced immedi-
ately, sometimes in retrospect, in a more refective form. Mindfulness 
and fow can help us understand how we appreciate these moments 
on-the-go. Broadly speaking, engaging in a challenging but doable, 
absorbing travel activity which enhances our skillset is associated with 
mindfulness and fow, and appears to enhance eudemonic wellbeing. 
Furthermore, dynamic, creative activities which promote fow have 
been seen to improve wellbeing more than passive activities such as 
lying on a beach or scrolling through social media (Schifer & Roberts, 
2018). There is a travel paradox here too. Despite the greater degree 
of reported wellbeing or self-improvement associated with efortful, 
enriching activities, people are often drawn towards more passive 
travel ‘inactivities’, partly because they require less efort (Schifer & 
Roberts, 2018). Sometimes, the attraction of sedentary relaxation 
outweighs the more efortful investment of personal enrichment. 
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After all, for many people, travel represents a well-earned break from 
self-improvement, and a rare opportunity to be passive. 

T IME , TRAV E L  AND  WE L LB E I NG  

William James (1890), one of psychology’s founding fgures, was one 
of the frst to write about the distorting efect that enjoyable experience 
has on time perception. He noted that hours happily spent are often 
perceived as relatively short in duration, and yet are recalled fondly 
and at greater length. Flow theorist Csikszentmihalyi (1990) also 
noticed the perceived acceleration of time during absorbing activities. 
Conversely, time spent doing nothing much can appear to drag and is 
barely recalled.We regularly relive and recall our favorite travel experi-
ences (walks, parties, excursions) at great length, elongating them in 
the telling, whilst skipping the details of those hours spent queuing, 
transferring, making reservations, waiting around in hotel lobbies and 
airport lounges. During mundane travel experiences the hours pass 
slowly since they are free of fun and distraction (Levine, 1997). 

Despite these generalities, it has also been suggested that the rela-
tionship between time perception and travel afects diferent people 
in diferent ways (Pearce et al., 2011). Individual diferences in time 
perception orientation have been reported (Zimbardo, 2002). Dur-
ing travel (and other activities) some people focus more on the here 
and now whilst others tend to have one eye on the future. At one end 
of this continuum, those with a so-called present-time orientation 
(living in the present, going with the fow) have a higher propen-
sity to engage in travel involving hedonism, high risk extreme sports, 
getting lost in the moment, short-term sexual encounters, drugs and 
alcohol use (Keogh et al., 1999). These travellers are more likely to 
perceive time as accelerating during absorbing activities.They are also 
less likely to book or plan travel itineraries in advance (or buy travel 
insurance). Contrastingly, those with a future-time orientation (plan-
ners who are less consumed by the here and now) are less prone to 
losing themselves in the fow of pleasurable activity. Travel choices 
and enjoyment levels may be mediated by individual diferences in 
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time perception orientation (Argyle, 2002). A person with a future-
time orientation typically favours cautious, organised, low risk itin-
eraries.They fnd it harder to let go, take risks or stop thinking about 
responsibilities back home.They struggle to enjoy the moment; being 
more concerned with planning ahead and setting goals. 

The best travel advice that this theory can ofer is to fnd a happy 
medium between present and future orientations (Zimbardo (2002). 
Arguably, the secret of enjoyable travel is fexibility; being able to fip 
between present and future orientations as circumstance demands. 
For example, it may be best to adopt a present-time orientation 
whilst participating in activities such as skiing, walking or visiting 
galleries, and a future-time orientation whilst planning the excur-
sion beforehand. An overactive future time orientation can dilute the 
experience of a swim, gallery visit or walk. An overactive present ori-
entation hampers the capacity to plan a journey and get the logistics 
right. Someone with a balanced perspective is more likely to immerse 
themselves in a visit to a monument, or a coastal walk, even where 
this activity is not likely to contribute to increasing their income in 
the future (Pearce et al., 2011). 

Visitation to a historic site, for example, may be more satisfying 
and be associated with greater levels of overall wellbeing if the 
person had the opportunity to reach a balanced time perspective. 

(Pearce et al., 2011: 68) 

Just as travel happiness is likely to be derived from a mixture of hedonistic 
and eudemonic travel activities, a fexible balance between absorption in 
the present and concern for the future seems to make for happier travel. 

DO ES  TRAV E L  HAV E  A  L AST I NG  E F F ECT  ON  WE L LB E I NG ?  

During this chapter we have seen how positive and humanistic psychol-
ogy have explored the relationship between wellbeing and travel as it is 
experienced, using concepts such as fow, mindfulness and time per-
ception orientation. But what about the emotional and psychological 
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impressions that travel leaves on us when we return home? If travel 
makes us happy whilst we’re doing it, does the efect last through the 
days, weeks and months after our homecoming? Arguably, the tourism 
industry is primarily concerned with promoting short-term happi-
ness. It is less bothered about bringing long term, lasting meaning to 
our lives (Nawijn, 2011). However, the extent to which psychological 
wellbeing stays with us has drawn the interest of psychologists. Some 
studies reveal post-holiday improvements in mood (Chen & Petrick, 
2013), whilst others suggest a travel hangover – a dip in wellbeing 
amongst those returning from travel (Kirillova & Lehto, 2015).There 
are reports of holidays with longer-lasting positive outcomes for well-
being and life satisfaction, specifcally when participants also report 
that travel is something that is important to them (Uysal et al., 2016). 
The age of a traveler can also be a mediating factor for long-term, 
post-travel satisfaction. More mature travellers report higher levels of 
wellbeing more than two months after returning from a holiday, with 
the additional beneft of having fewer health visits and doses of medi-
cation during the same period. A gender gap has also been identifed, 
with females reporting more temporary efects of increased wellbeing 
after a holiday. They also reported higher stress levels prior to travel 
than men did (Nawijn et al., 2013), with the burden of organisa-
tion disproportionately falling on them.The lasting positive efects of 
travel on romantic relationships have also been studied, using psycho-
metrics and telephone interviews (Laing & Frost, 2017). Participants 
claimed to be generally happier than normal during a holiday, expe-
riencing more meaningful interactions and higher satisfaction levels 
in their relationship. Sadly, this tailed of soon after returning home. 
Whilst there may be no guarantee of a travel boost for a relationship, 
it has been argued that the happiness and meaning derived from travel 
depends not just on the places we visit, but also on the relationships 
we foster whilst travelling (Packer & Gill, 2017). In other words, travel 
is not just about sightseeing. It is also an opportunity for sharing expe-
riences, developing teamwork and having deep conversations, all of 
which can be achieved in the context of a shared travel experience (De 
Bloom et al., 2017). 
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The mixed evidence reported here suggests that long-term efects 
of travel may be negligible even if travel does heighten positive emo-
tions at the time (Mitas et al., 2017). Most studies show that hedonic 
wellbeing declines fairly rapidly post-excursion (Filep & Laing, 2019). 
Interviewing Dutch participants before and after they returned from 
their holidays, little or no diference in happiness was found when 
travellers were compared with those who stayed at home (Nawijn et 
al., 2013). A short-term travel efect was identifed in another study 
where health and wellbeing were seen to rise during a holiday, but 
not to persist (De Bloom et al., 2017). Such fadeout efects suggest 
that the pleasure we derive from travel often ofers little more than a 
temporary respite from existential anxieties (De Botton, 2014).This 
said, in relation to the diference between hedonic and eudemonic 
travel, it is also suggested that the latter can provide a longer-term 
tonic for the existential spirit (Kirillova & Lehto, 2015). The efect 
of art appreciation or learning a new skill seemingly stays with us for 
longer than the visceral pleasures of hedonistic travel. 

Can we reduce the fadeout efect after an enjoyable travel experi-
ence? Arguably, the best way to prolong travel’s positive efects is to 
learn how to savour it (Tugade & Fredrickson, 2004). 

Savouring prolongs the duration of positive emotional experi-
ences when thinking about the imminent arrival at a destination 
(anticipation), when savouring pleasurable moments (on-site 
experiences), and when relishing memories upon return to 
usual domiciles (refection). 

(Filep & Laing, 2019: 349) 

Savouring positive emotions felt during travel (love, interest, joy, con-
tentment) sustains enhanced wellbeing before a trip (anticipation), 
during (appreciation) and afterwards (refection and reminiscence). 
One study explored how Chinese independent tourists actively 
savoured their travels using travel blogs. They consciously extended 
their positive refections through creating online narratives to keep 
the good feelings alive (Filep & Laing, 2019). Specifcally, it was 
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found that the most savoured experiences were those related to being 
in natural, green or coastal places. Perhaps one way of extending the 
positive efects of our travels on our wellbeing is to actively recall, 
record and retell the stories we accumulate, using word of mouth, 
photographs, travelogues, diaries, social media, even by going back 
to writing postcards. 

In this chapter we have learned of the difering forms of wellbe-
ing that travel afords, from the instant joy of hedonistic pleasure to 
the more considered, eudemonic happiness we get from learning new 
skills and improving ourselves. Whilst both these forms of happiness 
can be experienced in the moment, using fow and mindfulness, we 
have also seen how some of us fnd it easier to enjoy travel experi-
ences in the moment. Others are more oriented towards the future, 
and so fnd it harder to let go. Can we generate any travel advice from 
this short exploration of travel and wellbeing? Perhaps the best way 
to achieve travel happiness is to pack in a healthy dose of hedonism 
alongside the pursuit of self-improvement, to live in the moment dur-
ing those special moments of peak experience and then to savour these 
journeys by writing postcards, posting photographs and telling tales. 



http://taylorandfrancis.com
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A N D  OTH ER  TRAV E L  MEMOR I E S  

TH E  B E S T  B I T S  O F  OUR  L I V E S :  WHY  I S  TRAV E L  SO  
MEMORABL E ?  

The times we spend travelling are amongst the most memorable. For 
most people travel is a departure from everyday life, so it stays in 
the memory for longer. Unusual, extraordinary travel experiences 
are especially memorable. They create so-called fashbulb memories: 
exceptional, vivid, long-lasting memories of surprising events (Kim, 
2010). Travel is especially conducive to creating fashbulb memo-
ries because it is a distinctive category of experience. It has been 
described as “a temporary no-work, no-care, no-thrift situation” 
(Cohen, 1979: 181). Even work-related travel is usually distinctive. 
For those of us who spend most of our time living in one place, travel 
facilitates the suspension of quotidian routines, it ofers excitement 
and unpredictability and memories are made of this. 

Travelling is especially memorable because it involves novel encoun-
ters in unfamiliar places. These encounters ofer us a chance to see 
ourselves anew; to refresh our image of who we are. The travelling self 
experiences newness and jeopardy that our sedentary self rarely encoun-
ters. On our travels we see ourselves in testing circumstances and fnd 

DOI: 10.4324/9781003215530-6 
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out how we cope without home comforts. Put to the test in a new city or 
in a diferent culture, we see ourselves refected in the eyes of those who 
meet us for the frst time.Travel experiences may be memorable because 
they enliven and challenge our sense of identity, our so-called existen-
tial authenticity (Wang, 2000).This feeling of existential authenticity is 
more immediate when we are away from everyday constraints.We com-
mit this image of our travelling selves to memory (‘I remember how I coped 
when I was alone in X for the frst time’). Our existential authenticity is activated 
by memorable, unusual encounters (meeting new people, negotiating 
unfamiliar situations, speaking a diferent language).Travel experiences 
are existentially testing.They reveal a subjective feeling of vitality, showing 
a diferent self under testing conditions (Cohen, 1979). Fragments of 
these moments of authenticity form unforgettable travel stories and are 
sometimes remembered as the best bits of our lives. 

The more immersed we are in a travel experience, the more deeply 
involved at a cognitive level, the more challenged we feel, the stronger 
and longer lasting our travel memories are. Tourists have noted that 
they recall their experiences of a place better when they are more 
immersed in activities there (Kim, 2010). This suggests that doing 
something in a new place is more memorable than merely seeing it as 
a sightseer, or when merely passing through on a fying visit. Deeper 
immersion and involvement in local cultural activities enhances travel 
memory and heightens powers of recollection. Interacting with local 
cultures and local people produces unique, memorable travel experi-
ences (Morgan & Xu, 2009).Travel, as an interruption to daily routine, 
is inherently memorable, especially in the presence of active immer-
sion in and emotional bonding with new places or cultures. 

NO STA LG I A  AND  HOMES I CKN ESS  

You can’t go home again because home has ceased to exist except in the 
mothballs of memory. 

Steinbeck (1960), Travels with Charley 

Although it is inherently memorable, travel also has the capacity to 
generate melancholy memories. Sometimes travel makes us feel sad, 
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especially when we are far from home and thinking of where we 
came from. Two diferent varieties of travel sadness have passed into 
everyday discourse. But how do homesickness and nostalgia difer? The 
Oxford English Dictionary (2016) defnes homesickness as 

sadness caused by the longing for home or family during a period 
of absence. 

Nostalgia is defned as 

sentimental longing for, or regretful memory of, a place or 
period from one’s past. 

A notable diference between these two types of sadness is that home-
sickness is a little less severe and might be remedied by returning home 
for a soothing spell of personal memory tourism: a reacquaintance 
with home (Morse & Mudgett, 2017). Meanwhile, the melancholy 
associated with nostalgia is harder to overcome.This is a longing for 
past times and places which are sometimes irretrievable. A nostalgic 
person misses people and places (houses, gardens, neighbourhoods, 
social networks) from earlier life stages. Nostalgia resonates with the 
travel experiences of groups such as soldiers and migrants (Sedikides 
et al., 2008). Psychoanalysts have even labelled nostalgia as ‘immi-
grant psychosis’ (Frost, 1938). Experienced as an emotional memo-
rial response, nostalgia is an afectively charged yearning for episodes 
from our autobiographical memory (Verplanken, 2012; Madoglou et 
al., 2017). Sometimes this takes the form of actively exploring the 
past by evoking memories deliberately, such as scrolling through old 
photographs (Howard, 2012). At other times it is unplanned, when 
involuntary autobiographical memories invade the consciousness. 

Nostalgia entered our vocabulary around 1688 when the physician 
Johannes Hofer diagnosed it as 

a sad mood originating from the desire for the return to one’s 
native land. 

(Hofer, 1934: 382) 
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Typical symptoms of this new melancholic condition were invasive 
memories of home or of familiar, unattainable places and people. In 
one of Hofer’s case studies a young Swiss student from Berne became ill 
when away from home, only to recover as soon as he began his return 
journey.According to modern defnitions the efectiveness of this strat-
egy for reducing sadness fts better with the notion of homesickness 
(Morse & Mudgett, 2017). In later writings, the term nostalgia was 
more commonly reserved for those who had wandered far from home 
and presented psychological and physical symptoms such as sadness, 
poor appetite, or inconsolability. For the hopeless nostalgic, a remedy 
based on travelling home was either unavailable or inefective. In the 
19th century, when psychology itself was still emerging, the symptoms 
of nostalgia were seen as being aggravated by associative thinking dur-
ing travel (recalling home). Memories were jogged by physical land-
marks, familiar sounds, evocative aromas, all of which could arouse 
melancholia. In some cases, therapists even treated invasive, associative 
nostalgia by recommending shutting of unhealthy memories of home. 
This cast nostalgic travellers as rather tragic, isolated fgures. 

In both mild cases of homesickness and more serious cases of 
nostalgia, the traveller misses previously known people and places. 
Fond, invasive memories of physical landscapes and social networks 
contribute to feelings of homesickness and nostalgia. Both varieties 
of travel sadness have physical, social and temporal dimensions. We 
miss places, people and times. Today we might regard homesickness 
and nostalgia less as illnesses, more as understandable expressions of 
place attachment (Morse & Mudgett, 2017) refecting an 

afective bond developed by people with a place over time. 
(Steg et al., 2013: 105) 

When we are‘place-attached’, emotionally linked to physical and social 
aspects of somewhere such as a hometown, it is understandable that 
remembering them from afar can make us feel sad. Research amongst 
Appalachian migrants suggests that what we miss is people as well as 
physical spaces (Barcus & Brunn, 2010). Furthermore, homesickness 
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and nostalgia are not just experienced in relation to homes, fami-
lies, houses or private spaces.These feelings can also extend to public 
spaces and streets. Research conducted in Vermont (U.S.) reported a 
deeper attachment to aspects of the state landscape than to privately 
owned property and land (Morse & Mudgett, 2017). It appears that 
when travellers confess to missing home, they are expressing a yearn-
ing for more than merely a dwelling. What they are missing extends 
to their social networks, familiar neighbourhood spaces which, as 
they are recalled fondly, constitute a central part of the self. 

Sometimes the best remedy for homesickness is a return ticket. 
Going home partially relieves the homesick traveller.Whilst temporal 
aspects of home may be irretrievable (‘so many things have changed since I 
was last here’), some of we leave behind may still be there. We can go 
home physically, step of a train and ease our feelings of homesick-
ness. To an extent, we can even do so virtually, using photographs, 
video conferencing or social media, hopefully fnding that things hav-
en’t changed all that much. 

It is possible to assuage environmental homesickness with a trip 
home, and these trips home, whether in-person visits, or check-
ing on events, images, and people back home through social 
media, may help leavers maintain their place-based identities. 

(Morse & Mudgett, 2017: 101) 

Homesickness and nostalgia are both associated with travelling away 
from home. Places, times and people we miss can provoke feelings of 
sadness which might be assuaged by returning home, even if what we 
fnd when we get there is much altered. 

A R R I VA L  S TOR I E S :  U S I NG  MEMORY  TO  MAKE  S ENS E  O F  
N EWLY  ENCOUNT ER ED  P LAC ES  

Travel memory isn’t all about sadness, loss and longing. Besides 
reminding us of where we came from, memory helps us to make 
sense of the places we discover as we travel. Remembering is more 
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than just delving into the past. It provides us with a means of under-
standing the present. Place attachment theory asserts that memories 
of where we grow up are more than just a series of fading, distant 
recollections. They are a vibrant part of who we are. They afrm our 
connections with people and places and stay with us no matter how 
far, or for how long, we wander (Scannell & Giford, 2010). As we 
travel these afective bonds infuence how we make sense of places 
we come across, enabling us to attach meanings to newly discovered 
places (Altman & Low, 1992). 

Memories associated with place attachments evoke the past, but 
they also propel us forward, towards new experiences. For example, 
when frst arriving in a new city, perceptions of its odd-looking 
features (novel street signs, shopfronts, customs, language, terrain) 
are infuenced by customs, language and street signs remembered 
from home. In one case study, migrants arriving in Manchester 
(England) from Indonesia, Spain, Germany, Romania, Zambia and 
Tunisia were accompanied around their new city and interviewed 
about how they made sense of these surroundings (Stevenson, 
2014). These migrants from diverse locations converged on the 
same location simultaneously. They used their sensory memories 
(vision, sound, touch, olfaction) to help them make sense of their 
new surroundings. We encounter new places through the imme-
diacy of sight, touch, sound and olfaction, and our responses are 
partly dictated by sensations we remember from home. Whether 
wandering through a newly encountered market, visiting a new 
building or being invited into someone’s home in a newly discov-
ered city, we navigate similarity and diference using our memories 
and senses.We may be transported home by a familiar smell or by a 
taste from our past (cofee, soap, fowers). Memorable tastes, smells 
and sounds can transport the traveller home momentarily, reafrm-
ing place attachments, ofering ways of gauging how similar or dif-
ferent a new place feels and how comfortable one feels there. A 
familiar food encountered in a new place, for example, helps us to 
revive intense memories, to recall places or past times. An everyday 
habit with an accompanying aroma (morning cofee, sizzling fsh) 
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can recreate past times of sociality and belonging (Sutton, 2001), 
making us feel better about a new place since it links us with our 
past. A sort of gustatory nostalgia surfaces in the displaced person 
who visits evocative sectors of a new city (Mankekar, 2002). 

Besides smell and taste, travellers also use sonic memory to 
build connections between past and present. Sounds of running 
water, birdsong, or the call of a street vendor, can connect us to past 
experiences or momentarily accentuate the novelty of somewhere 
new (Diaz, 2007). A series of sonic memories were identifed and 
recorded by a migrant from Indonesia, who, on visiting Manches-
ter for the frst time, was reminded of home by the sounds of 
water fountains and running ornamental streams in the university 
campus where she was making her new home (Stevenson, 2014). 
Courtesy of these sonic reminders she became drawn to a series 
of peaceful locations in her new city; locations that reminded her 
of Indonesia. Sound-based memories and afective bonds (Drever, 
2002) can be revived by visiting locations that link past places with 
new ones (a beach, a church, a fountain, a garden). These evoca-
tive, often personally poignant, sites of memory are emotionally 
saturated points of reference through which wanderers move and 
imaginatively make sense of new places though connections with 
their pasts. 

Connections between new and old places are forged by sensory 
experiences that highlight similarity (‘that smell reminds me of my village’) 
and diference (‘the noise here is so diferent from back home’). Memory and 
place attachment play an orienting role in the process of making sense 
of newly encountered locations (Rishbeth & Powell, 2013). Tastes, 
sounds, aromas, even spatial arrangements, can evoke sensorial and 
corporeal memories of past places (‘this square reminds me of the village 
where I grew up’, ‘that smell reminds me of our old corner store’). Memory itself, 
far from being reduced to units of knowledge stored in an internal 
archive, is a dynamic practice for fashioning narratives that can help 
us make a smooth transition when trying to get used to a whole new 
set of challenges. Memory isn’t just used to recall old places. It helps 
us make sense of new ones. 
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D O I N G  TH E  KNOWL EDG E : HOW  BOD I E S  R EMEMBER  

Psychologists have long debated where memory is located. Some 
regard our store of recollections as literally that; an internal archive 
into which we encode and from which we (hopefully) retrieve knowl-
edge. Hence, like all memories, travel recollections would take their 
place in such an archive, amongst other fragments of knowledge about 
our past. They would be registered in what has been theorised as a 
long-term memory store (Atkinson & Shifrin, 1968). Subsequently 
we then retrieve these fragments, episodes and travel anecdotes.Travel 
itineraries, routes, place names, like all other mnemonic material, 
are, according to this archival model, learned (registered), encoded 
(stored), then retrieved, depending on factors such as how well we 
rehearse the material, the passage of time and so on.The more often 
we trot out a travel story, rehearsing it in the process, the easier it is 
to remember, give or take one or two embellishments and omissions. 

An alternative way of thinking about human memory, which is 
especially relevant to travel, is to understand it as a physical practice 
(something we do) rather than as an internal storage facility (Brock-
meier, 2010). For example, it is sometimes said that with the aid of 
muscle-memory, bodies remember how to drive a car, ride a bicycle 
or play a sitar. Perhaps travel memory works like this too.The dynamic 
nature of travel encourages us to see travel memory as part of a phys-
ical process that we exercise as we journey around. After all, travel 
stories are made from places visited, activities practised, routes traced 
and retraced. Our recollections (‘walking in Paris in the spring’, ‘flming the 
desert at night’,‘rafting across the Mekong River’) are narratives that stay with us 
because we physically lived through them with our bodies and senses. 
We remember them because they emanate from a process known as 
living-thinking (Ingold, 2000; Thrift, 2008), rather than from read-
ing, rehearsing or processing information into a long-term store. 

The living-thinking approach sees memorable journeys leaving 
lasting impressions that are inseparable from emplaced, sensory 
and embodied engagements with real places (walking, getting lost, 
climbing, skiing). Travel memories are strenuously wrought from 
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the repetitive negotiation of familiar places (‘I make this walk every day’), 
or from novel encounters with new routes or destinations (‘I will never 
forget walking across Helsinki for the frst time’). Either way, these recollec-
tions are inseparable from physical journeys. They yield their own 
travel stories, some of which may be more accurate than others, 
depending on the passage of time, level of immersion or frequency 
of telling. You could say that lived, emplaced memories, based on 
strenuous engagement with places (Cresswell, 2004) are akin to 
what taxi drivers call ‘doing the knowledge’. Like taxi drivers who get 
to know their patch by driving round it repeatedly, we accumulate 
travel memories through physical and sensory experience. It isn’t 
just cab drivers who do the knowledge. We’re all doing it. By accu-
mulating emplaced memories and attachments we gather a form of 
situated intelligence. This knowledge is inseparable from places and 
movement. In accumulating situated knowledge, we develop place 
attachments and attach personal meanings to locations.This process 
of attaching meanings to locations is known as place-making (Cress-
well, 2004).Through place-making we transform mere locations on 
a map into personally unforgettable places. From the places we make 
through our embodied travel emerge emplaced memories that are 
drenched in meaning. 

C A N  TRAV E L  IMPROV E  YOUR  MEMORY ?  

Actively engaging with the landscape (walking, running, cycling, 
swimming, climbing, driving) not only creates meaningful memo-
ries, but also revives fading ones. Going back to a previously visited 
place can bring back earlier experiences. This can be a positive out-
come for those with fading recall.There is evidence of a link between 
physical exercise and memory performance, with walking shown to 
improve learning and recall (Eisner, 2004). Travel experiences leave 
traces of muscle memory (Tod et al., 2010) which can be revived on 
a revisit.Very often our bodies seem to remember the feel of a place 
re-encountered, as though the initial experience was retained in our 
musculature (Chaiklin & Wengrower, 2009). 
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It is extremely evocative to walk along a path from childhood; we 
draw together aspects of place and biography through the walk. 

(Schine, 2010: 4) 

As we move through previously experienced landscapes the reac-
tivation of memory further supports the view that memory is 
something which resides in the body, rather than being hidden 
away in an internal archival store. The notion of muscle memory, 
jogged whilst walking or riding, blurs the boundary between mind 
and body. It suggests that memory is located somewhere between 
thought, body and place, between cognition, embodiment and 
environment. As we engage actively with environments knowledge 
is constructed and memories are made. Mobility can actively bring 
forth personal biographies and travel stories that sometimes elude 
the decontextualised introspection of merely sitting and thinking 
(Lee, 2004). 

There may be some therapeutic value in travel which helps us to 
actively remember earlier biographical detail. Revisiting a place to 
remember can be valuable for those who are nostalgic, homesick or 
who may be experiencing memory loss. The evocation of emplaced 
memories through travel has been explored by reuniting participants 
with pre-loved memorable places. In one study, revisiting a Scottish 
village from childhood evoked memory with exceptional detail (Jar-
viluoma, 2009). Several mobile memory projects have demonstrated 
the benefts of travel for bringing back autobiographical memory. 
Travel can be a therapeutic exercise, enabling individuals to refec-
tively interact with space, reviving meaningful relationships with 
them (Lee, 2004). Dementia studies highlight the value of walking 
for providing the opportunity to capture lived experiences through 
movement (Odzakovic et al., 2020).A nostalgic visit can be therapeu-
tic, restoring positive narratives of place (Ye et al., 2017), enhancing 
feelings of belongingness, growth and identity (Baldwin & Landau, 
2014). Revisiting places and memories simultaneously, can enhance 
and protect the self by reviving life scripts and personal narratives 
(Sedikides & Wildschut, 2018). 
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Memory is the single most important source of information for an individ-
ual to decide whether he or she would revisit a location. 

(Kim, 2010: 781) 

How we remember a place we visit afects our likelihood of revisiting it 
(Barnes et al., 2016). Memories of satisfying experiences (Madoglou 
et al., 2017), good customer service (Frochot & Hughes, 2000) or of 
something out of the ordinary (Stylos et al., 2016), increase the like-
lihood of a repeat visit.We are more likely to go back to a place when 
seeking out likeminded people or if we have an emotional bond with 
it or a desire to re-experience something we are missing (Zhang et al., 
2021).The more fondly we recall a place, the deeper the attachment, 
the more likely we are to go back (Prayag & Lee, 2018). 

The tourism industry is in the business of producing memorable 
experiences for customers in the hope that one day they will come 
back for more. Travel companies strive to provide ‘wow moments’ 
of immersion (a full sensory experience), surprise, (unexpected, 
unique encounters), participation (actively getting involved) and fun 
that they hope will linger long in the memory and translate into place 
attachments and revisit intentions. One study of Taiwanese hotel 
guests found a positive correlation between the development of place 
attachments, positive hotel experiences and the intention to go back 
(Tsai et al., 2020). Tourism is designed to create happy memories 
and make regular visitors of us all. 

Travel photography can help with this. Photographs memorialise ‘I 
was there’ moments which we can enjoy and share, producing pos-
itive afect that lingers long after the event.They sustain travel narra-
tives about people, places and experiences, for us to record and relive 
on demand.The deliberate autobiographical memories we store pho-
tographically in our albums, mobile devices and on social media also 
increase the tendency to return to a destination (Zhang et al., 2021). 
Pleasant travel memories that guide our future decisions are encoded 
in our long-term memory albums and feeds. Furthermore, the better 
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the quality of the photograph and the more of them there are, the 
more frequently we view and share them, the more frequently they 
will arouse autobiographical memories of travel and revisit intentions 
(Zhang et al., 2021). 

Travel photographs are a fun, popular way of marking and reliv-
ing moments spent in fondly remembered places. They are a handy 
archive of deliberately generated autobiographical memories (Zhang 
et al., 2021).We use photographs to recall our travels and they reward 
us by evoking positive emotional responses and treasured travel nar-
ratives. However, they can also be unreliable. They are an episodic, 
idiosyncratic version of events (Kim, 2010). Pictures shape and dis-
tort the way we see our past travel experiences, allowing us to edit 
out the bits we would rather forget. As curators of these archives, 
we create photo-fctions of travel, viewed retrospectively through a 
rose-tinted tourist gaze (Urry, 1990) that highlights people, land-
scapes and events that are “exotic”,“romantic”,“fun”,“surprising” or 
“picturesque”, at the expense of the mundane experiences we delete 
from our memories or don’t bother to capture.These partial pictorial 
travelogues single out what we want to recall and repress unrecorded 
or unpalatable moments (‘the hours spent waiting at the airport’,‘the day we got 
locked out of our hotel’, ‘the time it rained all day’, ‘the boring guy we couldn’t get rid 
of’). Travel photographs raise the status of some events in memory. 
They capture moments of heightened positive emotion, rather than 
providing a CCTV-style, warts and all account of travel experience. 
As we travel, we often experience the full range of emotions, yet we 
only tend to document the good bits (Bastiaansen et al., 2019). The 
selective nature of photographic travel memory is important when 
deciding whether to go back to a place. After all, the person making 
the decisions about future travel is the remembering self, not the 
experiencing self (Kahneman, 2011). 

We have seen in this chapter that experiences of travel do not end 
when we return home. Travel is a memorable, often novel, category 
of experience and memory sustains our travel narratives, baking them 
into our personal histories, especially when experiences have been 
immersive and emotionally charged.Travel is very often unforgettable 
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and emotional, even though sometimes it can make us long for the 
people and places we leave behind.At times, travel can be made easier 
because of the wealth of memories we carry with us, helping us to 
make sense of new places, providing continuity of experience. The 
experience of visiting diferent places stimulates memories of home. 
At the same time, travel creates fresh memories and meanings that 
stay with us long into the future in the form of internal archives, 
muscle memories and partially reliable photographic records. 



http://taylorandfrancis.com
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C R OS S I NGS : TRAV E L  AND  
I N T ERCULTURAL  E NCOUNT ER  

An acceleration of travel patterns in the late 20th and early 21st cen-
turies has made the experience of meeting people and ideas from 
diverse cultures (aka intercultural encounter) far more common for 
many people.This chapter explores the link between travel and inter-
cultural encounter and specifcally the psychological implications 
of exposure to diversity. Psychologists with an interest in travel and 
intercultural encounter have deployed three main ideas to advance our 
understanding; acculturation, biculturalism and cosmopolitanism. 

AC CULTURAT I ON : ACC L IMAT I S I NG  TO  D I V ERS I T Y  

When we encounter a cultural group for the frst time it can take time 
to adapt and adjust. Meeting people from diferent places, with diverse 
traditions, is of course part of the travel experience, whether we are 
moving across international borders or within them.These intercultural 
encounters require an adaptation process that is known as acculturation. 
The term derives from the broader concept of culture, which can be 
defned as a unique way of living, involving attitudes, norms, behav-
iours and traditions that are shared by a social group (Stevenson, 2020). 
Many diferent cultural groups co-exist within national or regional 
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boundaries, so it is worth noting that culture and nation are not the 
same thing, despite the prevalence of terms like ‘Japanese culture’ in 
everyday conversation (Berry, 2006). Nations generally have within their 
boundaries several, sometimes hundreds, of cultural groups. 

Acculturation happens 

when groups of individuals having diferent cultures come into 
continuous frst-hand contact, with subsequent changes in the 
original culture patterns of either or both groups. 

(Redfeld et al., 1936: 149) 

Acculturation is synonymous with travel practices like tourism, migra-
tion, international study, involuntary displacement. It goes with the 
territory in any scenario where people from diferent cultures mix. It 
is a reciprocal process, too, afecting both travellers and hosts (Berry 
et al., 2011). We are incrementally infuenced by those we meet on 
our travels, and travellers have an infuence on host communities 
too. As with all incremental psychological processes (learning, mat-
uration, language acquisition), acculturation is not an all-or-nothing 
phenomenon. It is perfectly possible to identify with a new culture 
whilst, to a greater or lesser extent, retaining elements (behaviours, 
beliefs, values) of one’s original culture (Rasmi et al., 2014). Those 
who travel are drawn to new ways of life whilst simultaneously retain-
ing an identifcation with what they know. 

The idea of acculturation was originally constructed as a group 
phenomenon, relating to the mixing of neighbouring cultural 
groups, perhaps as national borders become more porous and social 
mixing more common. However, we can also understand it at the 
individual level, using the term psychological acculturation (Graves, 
1967). Thus, even within groups who experience acculturation, for 
example following travel or migration, some individuals will experi-
ence it diferently. In other words, some of us are infuenced more, 
less or diferently, by the people and practices we come across when 
traveling. Psychological acculturation afects international students, 
tourists, economic migrants, as well as hosts whose cultural space is 
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populated by visitors. It can be entered into willingly or reluctantly. 
It can be short term or long term. It can be a positive or negative 
experience. After all, the acculturation of an international student 
who travels to another culture is likely to be very diferent from (and 
probably more positive than) that of someone who has been forci-
bly deported. The term acculturative stress refers to the challenges 
that come with acculturation, for example when asylum seekers 
and migrants leave their homelands, voluntarily or otherwise, and 
encounter feelings of rejection, uncertainty or rootlessness (Berry 
et al., 2011). Acculturative stress was reported in one study with Ital-
ian migrants in English-speaking countries, who showed low scores 
on emotional stability, attachment to their new culture and linguis-
tic inclusion (Panicacci & Dewaele, 2017). In another study, this 
time exploring host culture perspectives, indigenous populations in 
Greenland, Russia, Alaska and Norway reported that involuntary con-
tact with people from other cultures correlated with a perceived ‘loss 
of culture’ (Eliassen et al., 2012). These sentiments are commonly 
reported anecdotally by some inhabitants of nation states that expe-
rience high levels of immigration. It is worth noting too though that 
these sentiments are far from universal amongst hosts. 

Stressful or not, travel and intercultural encounter, especially over 
a sustained period, are associated with acculturative changes that are 
often visible and audible, for example in dress, talk, consumption and 
social etiquette. Less visibly, they also involve changes in feelings and 
attitudes. Psychologists have attempted to measure these wide-ranging 
changes psychometrically (using questionnaires), revealing altera-
tions in levels of wellbeing and self-rated health scores (Sam & Berry, 
2010; Panicacci & Dewaele, 2017) following intercultural encoun-
ters.Whether these changes are visible to the naked eye (behaviours) 
or not (attitudes and feelings), we can distinguish between an ‘A, B 
and C’ of acculturation; afect, behaviour and cognition. 

Afective acculturation is an emotional response to new cultural 
experiences. Changing a culture of residence requires a period of 
adjustment and adaptation to a diferent set of emotional expecta-
tions. Prolonged emotional readjustment has been observed in several 
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frst-generation migrant groups, such as Koreans in the U.S. and 
Turkish migrants in Belgium (De Leersnyder, 2017). Unsurprisingly 
perhaps, in both groups, the acquisition of emotional responses that 
were conventional in host cultures was made easier where migrants 
were able to engage more in relationships with their hosts (De Leer-
snyder et al., 2011). Behavioural acculturation occurs when cultural 
transition requires the learning of new behavioral repertoires (Berry 
et al., 2011), such as norms of greetings, personal space, joking and 
eating.This means acquiring novel behavioural responses to help nav-
igate the choppy cross-cultural waters that characterise diferences 
in social etiquette (Ward et al., 2010). For example, newly arrived 
international students face a host of diferent customs (for exam-
ple, norms relating to punctuality) when arriving in a new country, 
adding to the existing academic challenge of studying in a second 
language. One study found that amongst some cohorts of interna-
tional students, the learning of new behavioural norms was eased by 
engagement with new media platforms, such as host TV channels, 
and by participation in social media groups with new acquaintances 
from host cultures (Yu et al., 2019). Cognitive acculturation requires 
changes in decision-making and the processing of new information 
during intercultural encounter. Living in a new country, for exam-
ple, might require thinking diferently about in-group or out-group 
membership (‘Am I a resident or a visitor?’) or rethinking cognitions 
about belongingness (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Many people need to 
feel they belong to a group (national, cultural, occupational) in order 
to feel happy, since defnitions such as ‘national’, ‘resident’, ‘visitor’ 
can impact wellbeing. Long-term travel or changes in cultural circum-
stances can challenge these appraisals, afecting our sense of who we 
are (Berry et al., 2011), perhaps even leading to a feeling of identity 
confusion.These afective, behaviour and cognitive adaptations are all 
interrelated, and really amount to a bundle of changes that infuence 
how intercultural encounter makes us feel, act and think. 

Movement between cultures requires a period of readjustment and 
acclimatisation. Psychologists refer to this process, which involves 
adaptations in behaviour, attitudes and emotion, as psychological 
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acculturation.This period of acclimatisation is likely to be temporary, 
and, with increased contact, is likely to become less stressful over 
time. However, there is no single, catch-all strategy for acculturating. 
Diferent people do it diferently. 

D I L EMMAS  O F  A SS IM I LAT I ON, S E PARAT I ON,  
I N T EGRAT I ON  AND  MARG INA L I SAT I ON  

The efectiveness of diferent strategies for adapting to intercultural 
encounter rests on two‘push-pull’ factors (Nguyen & Benet-Martinez, 
2013).The frst of these relates to maintenance (‘How much do I want to 
maintain my own cultural heritage when I meet new people?’), whilst the second 
relates to integration (How important is it for me to integrate into another cul-
ture?). During acculturation these dilemmas play out in multiple areas 
of life, such as language, food, dress, beliefs and attitudes. Essentially, 
the acculturating traveller must decide whether to get involved in all, 
some, or no newly encountered cultural practices. 

Using this integration-maintenance dilemma as a guide, Berry 
et al. (2011) outline four common acculturation strategies that travel-
lers typically adopt, with each one representing a diferent level of 
engagement and participation.The frst strategy, known as assimilation, 
involves rejecting or moving away from one’s own cultural identity 
by adopting the values, beliefs and norms of another, newly encoun-
tered culture (‘I embrace the new culture wholeheartedly and am prepared to change 
the way I eat and dress’). Strategy two, separation, is a rejection of the val-
ues, beliefs and norms of a newly encountered culture in favour of 
retaining one’s own cultural heritage (‘I’ll continue to dress, eat and talk as I 
always have, even in another country’).The third strategy, integration, represents 
a middle ground, and involves simultaneously retaining aspects of 
one’s own culture whilst engaging with aspects of a newly encoun-
tered one (‘Whilst retaining a lot of my cultural traditions, I still want to sample the 
food, music and customs of this new place, so I’ll mix and match”). Finally, margin-
alisation involves backing away both from one’s own cultural heritage 
and the values, beliefs and norms of a newly encountered culture 
(‘I reject cultural infuence and just be myself’). 
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In an overview of the acculturation literature, Berry et al. (2011) 
identify integration as the most popular strategy amongst travellers. 
Marginalisation was the least common. However, these tactics are not 
mutually exclusive. At various times we may dip in and out of each of 
the strategies, depending on the nature of the intercultural encounter 
we are involved in (e.g. tourism, international study, migration), or 
even on our mood. Some days we just don’t feel like integrating and 
prefer to be alone. These strategies are patterns of behaviour which 
refect attraction, rejection or indiference towards newly encoun-
tered cultures. They vary across, within individuals and groups, and 
over time. For example, one Scandinavian study found Finnish ado-
lescents to mellow with age, becoming more integrationist, less 
assimilationist (Nshom & Croucher, 2018). Female participants were 
also more integrationist than males. Indeed, it is quite common for 
levels of tolerance or integration to ease, or even harden, with more 
exposure to other cultures. The key point here is that strategies of 
acculturation are continually reappraised in the light of positive and 
negative experiences (Bluic et al., 2018). 

TH E  ACCULTURAT I NG  TOUR I S T  

Whilst acculturation is often portrayed as a slow, incremental process, 
it has nevertheless been used to understand tourist behaviour. Holidays 
are more feeting travel experiences than migration or study abroad, 
yet travel for pleasure still involves intercultural encounter, periods of 
adjustment and adaptation. It has all the requisite conditions for accul-
turation (Rasmi et al., 2014) albeit in a compressed form.Visitors in 
tourist destinations must still negotiate new languages, behavioural 
codes and attitudes. In this context, we can see that some tourists are 
more likely to integrate into their surroundings than others are. 

Mass tourism typically channels travellers towards experiences that 
are familiar, shielding them from exotica, refecting an acculturative 
strategy of separation. There is a tendency to recreate home com-
forts on-the-go, seeking scant contact with the host culture (Rasmi 
et al., 2014), perhaps even avoiding it altogether. Consider the gated, 
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all-inclusive holiday resorts which many tourists never leave, unless 
they are chaperoned by representatives of the tourist industry. These 
tourists mainly interact with representatives of host cultures who 
work in hotels, restaurants and attractions. On the other hand, inde-
pendent tourists typically seek novel experiences, consonant with an 
acculturation strategy of integration. Beyond the bubble of tourism, 
we fnd those who perhaps prefer to be called travellers, rather than 
tourists, sharing food, habits and customs alongside locals. These 
travellers would align most with an assimilationist strategy. We may 
think here of the traveller who aspires to blend in, dressing and act-
ing to avoid identifying themselves with other tourists, studying and 
speaking the local language where possible, eschewing designated 
tourist sites/sights and (historically perhaps) hiding their map or 
guidebook as they walk down the street (Lepp & Gibson, 2003). A 
fourth acculturation strategy, that of marginalisation, would be illus-
trated by those who prefer solitary pursuits, away from it (us/them) 
all (Yiannakis & Gibson, 1992), such as mountaineering or hiking, 
favouring integration with nature rather than with culture. 

In researching tourist acculturation strategies, Rasmi et al. (2014) 
found integration to be the preferred strategy, which is consistent 
with general fndings about acculturation. Part of the enjoyment of 
long-term travel can be adapting to a new host culture (Berno & 
Ward, 2005). More surprisingly, they found marginalisation to be the 
second most popular strategy (‘striving for solitude’).Whilst marginalisa-
tion is generally regarded as being maladaptive for long term travel, 
such as migration, for tourism it carries more positive connotations. 
For some people, being on holiday is less about ftting in or learn-
ing the norms of a new culture (integrating), and more about doing 
one’s own thing, escaping the crowd or communing with nature. 

For the tourist industry, acculturation theory can be a handy indica-
tor of traveller needs and motivations. Integrationists would seemingly 
be inclined to look for adventures which preserve some elements of 
their own culture, such as familiar food or home comforts, whilst at the 
same time experimenting with new ways of life. For example, for some 
devout travellers, a travel experience which facilitates the opportunity 
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to maintain religious practices would be attractive when selecting a 
travel destination. Meanwhile, a pull factor for assimilationists would be 
the opportunity for immersion in the host destination. Travel compa-
nies and tourist boards would do well to advertise the unique features 
of destinations here, ofering the chance to try something diferent. 
They might also use some of the psychological theory outlined here 
when designing their holiday experiences and advertising campaigns 
for travellers and tourists with difering strategies in mind. 

F LU ENT  I N  TWO  CU LTUR ES : B I CU LTURAL I SM  

We have so far learned that whether we apply acculturation theory to long 
or short-term travel, one popular strategy for dealing with intercultural 
encounter is a compromise position, known as integration.Typically, this 
involves combining a desire to maintain elements of the known (food, 
language, dress, attitudes), whilst simultaneously sampling elements of 
the unknown.This integrationist acculturation strategy has acquired a life 
of its own in psychology, under the guise of biculturalism, defned as 

an umbrella term to refer to any case in which a person endorses 
at least one heritage culture and at least one receiving culture. 

(Nguyen & Benet-Martinez, 2013: 3) 

Bicultural travellers attempt to be fuent in the values and norms of 
two cultures. A form of adjustment in emotion, behaviour and atti-
tude, it is generally regarded as positive, with desirable outcomes such 
as cultural fexibility, new behavioural repertoires, a second language 
and diverse social networks in other countries (Ozer, 2017). Bicul-
tural travellers simultaneously endorse their own cultural heritage 
and that of another (Schwartz et al., 2016). Some early research asso-
ciated biculturalism with acculturative stress, isolation and identity 
confusion (Rudmin, 2003). More recently it has been viewed in a 
positive light. As more people worldwide are exposed to more cul-
tures, the wholehearted rejecting of one’s heritage culture in favour 
of another (assimilation) is less common (Schwartz et al., 2016). 
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For example, a person who migrates from one nation to another 
has the option to simultaneously engage in the language, culture and 
media of their newfound culture, and with their contacts and culture 
back home. Arguably, with the availability of social media and digi-
tal living, integrationist strategies of adjustment are easier to pursue 
than ever before (Schwartz et al., 2016). Biculturalism has become 
mainstream. Research with adolescent migrant populations suggests 
that as well as being the most common acculturation strategy (Berry, 
2017), biculturalism usually yields the most favourable psychological 
outcomes (Schwartz et al., 2016) such as enhanced openness to peo-
ple from other cultures (Lee, 2010). 

Nguyen & Benet-Martinez (2013) reviewed research into the efects 
of biculturalism on three other indicators of wellbeing; psychological 
adjustment (including emotional wellbeing, life satisfaction, posi-
tive afect, self-esteem, anxiety, depression, loneliness), sociocultural 
adjustment (including academic achievement, career success, social 
skills, delinquency, risk behaviours), and health-related adjustment 
(including headaches, back pains, physical activity, diet). This was a 
large-scale study, with 159 separate samples of participants across 
multiple cultural regions. It supported the view of biculturalism as a 
positive acculturative strategy. Bicultural individuals were signifcantly 
better adjusted than monocultural ones. Correspondingly, individuals 
who were better adjusted were usually found to be bicultural. Overall, 
integrationist strategies were associated with better levels of psycho-
logical adjustment than were strategies like separation or assimilation. 
Although this large-scale study over-represented research from par-
ticular regions (Latin American and Hispanic samples in the U.S.), it 
does endorse the view that biculturalism is associated with enhanced 
psychological wellbeing. It’s good to be fuent in two cultures. 

AT  TH E  BORDER :  TH E  L IM INA L  E X P ER I ENC E  O F  
AC CULTURAT I ON  

There have always been itinerants, drifters, hobos, restless souls. 
(Bruder, Nomadland, 2021: 2) 
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At the heart of the experience of acculturation is a disorienting feeling, 
experienced by anyone in transit, who fnds themself between places 
in a kind of experiential Nomadland. Psychology has often neglected 
transient humans, focusing instead on people who are either in one 
place or another (Beckstead, 2010). Even a branch of psychology 
which specialises in culture, cross-cultural psychology, mostly com-
pares the behaviours of those who reside in two or more cultural loca-
tions (‘Americans v. Chinese’, ‘Westerners v. Easterners’), as though 
they are permanent fxtures there. The concept of acculturation is an 
attempt to correct this imbalance. 

For the acculturating person, the experience of being (metaphor-
ically, at least) at the border between two cultures can be unsettling. 
Think of the migrant, struggling to make sense of novel bureaucratic 
processes, or the traveller trying to fgure out a transport system, or the 
international student trying to study Mathematics or Psychology in a 
second language. This said, the inbetweenness of acculturation has its 
advantages too. Personal development, multilingualism, adaptation and 
learning are all consequences of a dynamic process which enables the 
self to develop in more than one culture. The lure of this hybrid state 
attracts many people to travel for work, study or leisure (Kwak, 2010). 

If acculturation experiences were only oppressive, stressful, and 
debilitating, foreign food restaurants and foreign tourism should 
not exist. 

(Rudmin, 2003: 326) 

For the migrant, tourist, pilgrim or international student, whether 
making sense of a new culture is challenging, enlightening or stress-
ful, there is something transformative about it. Travellers are torn 
between places.Acculturation feels like an experience of simultaneous 
worlds, casting travellers as outsiders in a new place, whilst similarly 
reminding them of where they are from. Diference is highlighted 
at every turn. Newness is felt with heightened lucidity in novel, yet 
everyday settings (Overhearing novel voices in the street, catching 
the odour of a new food, seeing products with peculiar names on 
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the supermarket shelves). For most travellers, acculturation feels like 
moving away from the centre of one’s world, towards something, 
somewhere, somebody new. Conversely, for devout travellers on a 
sacred pilgrimage, the direction of travel may be away from home but 
towards something which is at the centre of a belief system, identity 
or culture (Beckstead, 2010). Either way, the transient, acculturative 
state is a border crossing, a movement between cultures, towards new 
experience, away from normal routines. For all travellers, acculturation 
combines longing for here and for there, bringing with it changes in 
behaviours, identities, values, and selves (Beckstead, 2010). 

This sense of being in-between places, this liminality (Turner & 
Turner, 1978) can be a motivator for travel in the frst place. Travel-
lers are attracted by the uncertainty associated with border crossings. 
The paradox of acculturation is the desire for something new and 
the security of holding onto the known. And yet there is another 
way for us to understand travel as a liminal experience. Besides the 
tension between participating in two cultures, in the known and 
the unknown, the transformation of acculturation also takes place at 
another kind of border. One that delineates our internal world (the 
mind) and the external world (culture or place). As we travel from 
the familiar to the new, we construct new meanings, adopt new atti-
tudes, make lasting changes to how we see the world. Our attitudes 
and beliefs about ourselves, and about the places we visit, change. 
Because our perceptions and beliefs about the world change, so the 
world itself changes.These changes themselves take place at a liminal 
space, between the inner mind and the world outside. We change 
ourselves and the world as we move through it. 

The liminal, or sense of the extraordinary, is not simply given in 
the external realm, nor is it to be found isolated in the imagina-
tion or attitude of the traveller. Both aspects are necessary, and it is 
at the boundary of the external (objective) and internal (subjec-
tive) worlds that the liminal occurs and also creates the necessary 
conditions for indescribable feelings of awe, reverence and joy. 

(Beckstead, 2010: 392) 
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T RAV E L  BROADENS  TH E  M IND : COSMOPOL I TAN I SM  

We have so far explored intercultural encounters that come with 
travel through the lens of acculturation and biculturalism. To con-
clude, we will consider the frequently asked question; ‘does travel 
broaden the mind?’ using an interdisciplinary concept that psycholo-
gists and geographers often deploy when writing about the experi-
ence of travel. Cosmopolitanism has been defned as 

a state of identity without borders that is accessible to those able 
to engage in voluntary migration across multiple cultures. 

Sobre-Denton (2011: 80) 

More of a worldview than a set of attitudes and behaviours, cosmo-
politanism is an outlook, a moral perspective, from which humanity 
appears as a unifed, global community, transcending tribal alle-
giances such as nationality (Bur-Bayram, 2018). Cosmopolitanism 
refects a willingness to take risks by embracing otherness. Perhaps 
travel frees us up to see the world through cosmopolitan eyes, ofer-
ing a privileged viewpoint and broadening our minds in the pro-
cess. Cosmopolitan travellers identify with multiple diferent cultures 
simultaneously, which are therefore free to coexist in an individual. 
When encountering new cultures, often but not exclusively through 
travel, the cosmopolitan is able to 

incorporate the manners, habits, languages and social customs of 
cities throughout the world. 

(Scruton, 2007: 146) 

There are obvious parallels with biculturalism here. However, cosmopol-
itanism emphasises the coexistence in one individual of multiple cultural 
repertoires (not just two). Cosmopolitan citizens of the world embrace 
patterns of behaviour and consumption that sample multiple cultures 
through diverse tastes and experiences.They frequent multi-cultural cit-
ies, sampling ideas, dress, food and music from around the world.Their 
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social circle is likely to comprise of representatives from many nations. 
Not everyone who travels is destined to develop a cosmopolitan outlook. 
Nevertheless, cosmopolitanism is a consequence of a world in which 
global travel and communication are increasingly common. 

A state of openness to diverse behaviours, lifestyles and traditions 
(Skey, 2013) sits well with the notion of mind-broadening, educa-
tional, enlightening travel. Perhaps travel does broaden the mind. 
This harks back to the European Grand Tour, which was practised by 
privileged Europeans between 1600 and 1900. For economic elites 
the tour followed a well-signposted itinerary of European cities and 
universities. Until mass tourism came with the railways and steam-
ships of the early 19th century, this excursion was a rite of passage 
and pre-requisite for participation in fashionable society. The notion 
of travel as a transformative, enlightening practice, open to those 
who can aford it, persists today (Delanty, 2006). There remains an 
association between (at least extended) travel and cosmopolitanism 
(Amit, 2015). This said, in the 21st century, a cosmopolitan out-
look is no longer the reserve of mobile, privileged elites. Broadening 
the mind through intercultural encounter is an experience which is 
more widely accessible in an age of global digital communication, 
mobile workforces and cheap fights. Like acculturation and bicul-
turalism, a cosmopolitan world view is a survival strategy in a time 
of diversity and globalisation (Datta, 2009). It is a way of navigating 
the challenge of encountering new places and it has been observed in 
various populations, including students participating in study abroad 
programs (Oikonomidoy &Williams, 2013). Being well-versed in the 
music, food and language of diverse cultures is both an aspiration and 
a reward for those with open minds and busy travel itineraries. 

Like acculturation, cosmopolitanism varies in degree and type 
between individuals (Szerszynski & Urry, 2002). For example, 
extended periods of travel lead some to gravitate towards purposive 
cosmopolitanism, as opposed to so-called xenocentrism (Cleve-
land & Balakrishnan, 2019). A purposive cosmopolitan refects an 
openness to broad cultural diversity, an ability to navigate multiple, 
diverse cultural environments (restaurants, universities, travel hubs). 
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Contrastingly, xenocentrics reserve their feelings of allegiance for one 
particular newly encountered cultural group (more comparable to 
biculturalism or assimilation, perhaps). In each of these forms of cos-
mopolitanism, the key characteristic remains an attitude of openness 
to more than one culture. Far from always being motivated by idealism 
or a belief in the global community, cosmopolitanism can take a more 
practical form. So-called banal cosmopolitanism has been identifed as 
more of a survival strategy for frequent travellers; a conscious efort at 
being fexible in diferent cultural circumstances, with less of a lasting 
efect on core identities. As Skey (2013) writes, this amounts to 

a ‘strategic’ form of cosmopolitanism, in which openness to oth-
ers is undertaken with instrumental or practical goals rather than 
a desire to further ‘progressive aims or values’. 

(2013: 241). 

Although the concept of cosmopolitanism can help us understand 
intercultural encounter, we should be wary of labelling people as 
‘cosmopolitan’, thus ignoring the fuidity of identity and experi-
ence (Gillespie et al., 2010). After all, this is not a once and for all 
category or an exclusive club with a lifelong membership. Some 
people assume a cosmopolitan outlook for a few months, when 
opportunities for travel arise. Cosmopolitanism is a globally ori-
ented outlook, to be adopted from time to time, depending on 
circumstances and surroundings. There is a danger not only in 
labelling well-travelled, culturally experienced individuals as cos-
mopolitans, but also as being somehow ‘more rounded’ than those 
who lack the opportunity to mix with outgroups (Gillespie et al., 
2010). Not everyone has access to intercultural encounter, travel or 
cultural diversity. 

The aim of this chapter has been to unpack the experience of inter-
cultural encounter at a time when it is increasingly common, though 
far from universal. Movement between borders of nation and culture, 
short or long-term, can be transformative, sometimes stressful, some-
times mind-broadening. For travellers of various types, intercultural 
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encounter requires adaptations in behaviours, feelings and attitudes 
that change the way we view the places around us, and the way we view 
ourselves.The emergence in psychology of the acculturated, bicultural 
and cosmopolitan traveller reminds us that we owe many aspects of 
our identity to our interactions with diverse people and places. 



http://taylorandfrancis.com
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D R I F T I NG  AMBULANCE  

For some travellers, journeying is just as important as arriving and 
routes are just as important as destinations (Spinney, 2009). There 
is even a loosely constructed group of artists, psychologists, geog-
raphers and philosophers who love travel but barely care for desti-
nations at all. This detour in our journey through the psychology of 
travel focuses on the work of this group, who are known as psycho-
geographers.They ofer a unique perspective on our relationship with 
the places we move through. Psychogeography celebrates slow, mean-
dering travel, usually on foot, more than it celebrates getting from A 
to B.Whilst it sounds like a straightforward hybrid of psychology and 
geography, it is really a homeless, multidisciplinary feld straddling 
art, literature, geography and social science. It is a critical stance on 
how we design, inhabit and report on familiar and unfamiliar places. 
Psychogeography is an umbrella under which artists, philosophers, 
psychologists, geographers and literary fgures have congregated to 
discuss varieties of travel experience since the mid-20th century. One 
of its founding fgures, French critical theorist Guy Debord, deter-
mined that the primary aim of psychogeography should be 

DOI: 10.4324/9781003215530-8 
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The study of the precise law and specifc efects of the geograph-
ical environment, consciously organized or not, on the emotions 
and behavior of individuals. 

(Debord, 1955: 12) 

Psychogeography found its feet in Paris in the 1950s under the tutelage 
of a group of intellectuals and activists known as the Situationist Inter-
national (Coverley, 2006; Morley, 2021). Lamenting the modernisation 
and gentrifcation of Paris, this group challenged what they saw as an 
abhorrent, corporate transformation of their beloved city.They developed 
their own defant method to get themselves heard. Based on meandering, 
writing and critical reportage, they developed a walking method known 
as the dérive (‘drift’ in English), which has been defned as 

An unorganized and aimless, yet signifcant, walk. 
(Antony & Henry, 2005: 21) 

The Situationist International explored our relations with place through 
poetry, pranks and purposive drifting. Since it frst emerged on the 
boulevards of Paris, psychogeography has been adopted and adapted 
by contemporary researchers and activists across several felds, includ-
ing some on the outskirts of psychology. It retains a critical stance on 
travel and urban design and continues to express itself through small 
mobile acts that combine drifting, walking, observing, reporting and 
provoking a reaction through research, art and reportage. 

As well as being synonymous with the dérive, psychogeography 
was, especially in its early days, personifed as the fgure of the fâneur; 
a sauntering, historically almost always male, drifting observer of 
street level society (Coverley, 2006). A hipster of the boulevards who 
walked and wrote. Strolling with no particular destination in mind, 
the fâneur traced paths around urban spaces, using slow travel as a 
medium for composing critical musings about how we relate to our 
surroundings. This idle traveller values playful, provocative explora-
tion and reportage more than getting anywhere in particular. Whilst 
most travellers fear getting lost, a fâneur revels in disorientation. 
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Ambulation: moving from place to place 
Perambulation: traveling through, about, around, up and down 

Chambers 21st Century Dictionary 

Psychogeographers perambulate more than they ambulate. Just as 
the Situationist International challenged the utilitarian, commer-
cially motivated modernisation of Paris, psychogeography challenges 
commercially driven, habitual ways of designing, perceiving and 
apprehending places (Bridger, 2010). For the fâneur, walking is an 
exploratory, defant, non-conformist act; a deliberately exploratory 
and disorientating form of pedestrian punk psychology. The irrev-
erent infuence of psychogeography on countercultural movements 
such as critical theory, contemporary art and punk rock is widely 
acknowledged (Antony & Henry, 2005; Morley, 2021). Artists and 
researchers who do psychogeography travel through cities, usually 
on foot, observing chance encounters, questioning dominant ways 
of seeing the world, revealing marvels buried in the everyday (Pin-
der, 2005: 404), often taking photographs or diarising. Using routine 
perambulation to explore places, psychogeographers deploy diverse 
media (art, poetry, photography, prose, video, sound) to explore how 
we experience and attach meanings to our surroundings through 
daily, often repetitive, travel routines. The walking method, popular-
ized by the lone Parisian fâneur, thrives on everyday observation (de 
Certeau, 1984), quotidian experience, challenging received wisdom 
about what counts as travel, what counts as a destination, what counts 
as a journey, what counts as a holiday. 

German philosopher Walter Benjamin was perhaps the original 
Parisian fâneur. He settled in Paris in the 1920s and taught him-
self the art of straying. For his book One-Way Street (Benjamin, 2009) 
and his (unfnished) Arcades Project (Benjamin, 2009) he explored a 
labyrinth of ornate, glass-roofed, pedestrianised arcades, theorising 
them as symbols of the journey Paris was making towards becoming 
a commercially driven, consumerist city (Solnit, 2014). Benjamin 
was a detached man of leisure whose natural environment was the 
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disruptive arcades. These fuid spaces were simultaneously inside 
and outside. It was permissible to walk there, though less accept-
able to do so without purpose, whilst resisting the commercial 
appeal of consumerism. Walking, but not buying, the fâneur chal-
lenges the commercial aspirations of individual vendors and of 
capitalism at large. As if to highlight his preference for proceeding 
at a leisurely pace, at odds with the accelerating economy, Benja-
min mimicked the popular Parisian habit of walking with pet tur-
tles, a practice which was (slowly) gaining popularity in the 1840s 
(Solnit, 2014). 

Figure 8.1 For his unfnished Arcades Project Walter Benjamin explored a labyrinth 
of ornate, glass-roofed, pedestrianised arcades 
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Early theorists of walking, like Benjamin and Debord, urged us 
to travel and encounter new places whilst eschewing commodifying 
aspects of tourism.They promoted the practice of urban drift whilst 
disrupting conventional, utilitarian motives for travel (work, tourism, 
commerce). Psychogeographers are motivated by travel modes which 
valorise mundane discoveries, unplanned encounters and unconven-
tional uses of space. Two separate London-based walking projects 
epitomise the dissenting spirit of psychogeography. In London Orbital 
(2002) Iain Sinclair walked 120 miles around the M25 motorway 
which encircles the English capital, poetically reporting the commer-
cial sprawl, growth and decay of its urban and rural edge-lands. In his 
essay Walking to New York (2007), English novelist Will Self challenged 
the demarcation of pedestrian space and the corporate restrictions it 
imposes on urban walking.To bookend a fight from London to New 
York Self mischievously walked from his home to London’s Heathrow 
Airport (26 miles), then from NewYork’s JFK Airport into Manhattan 
(20 miles). The spaces he encountered are not designed for walk-
ing. His perilous journey led him down expressways, which, whilst 
reserved for motorised trafc, aforded detailed observation of spaces 
that usually go unnoticed by those who only view the world through 
a windscreen. Using walking as a peaceable protest and humorous 
reportage Self captures the spirit of psychogeography by dwelling on 
a dissenting journey, rather than on his destination 

I reached the road tunnel that plunges beneath the runways and 
into the terminal complex, only to fnd the following sign ‘No 
pedestrian access. Go Back to the Renaissance’.This was, of course, a hotel 
from which you are required to take a shuttle bus. 

(Self, 2007: 15) 

Another popular illustration of psychogeography-inspired anti-tour-
ism is the wonderfully entertaining Lonely Planet Guide to Experimental 
Travel (Antony & Henry, 2005). This guidebook with a diference 
(even more disorientating coming from a publisher normally asso-
ciated with conventional travel guides) presents playful suggestions 
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of psychogeographical pranks to celebrate disruption and drift in the 
city of your choice.Try these on your next city break; 

Backpacking at home: Travel to your nearest airport, then take a bus back 
into your city and head for the local backpacker hostel. Spend a 
few days meeting fellow travelers and enjoy the sights and sounds 
of your own city, taking photographs and living on a shoestring. 

Alternating travel: Defamiliarise yourself from your own city and dis-
cover it anew. Take a walk during which you take the frst right 
turn, then the frst left turn, then the next right, and so on forth, 
until something blocks your path. Start again. 

Counter-tourism: Use a conventional guidebook unconventionally to 
gain an alternative perspective of a city.Visit recommended attrac-
tions, turn your back and take a photograph. Alternatively, use the 
book to guide you to local attractions, but always take the opposite 
turn to the one recommended.What do you discover? 

Slow return travel: Visit a far-of destination using the quickest, most 
direct route possible. Make your return journey slowly, incremen-
tally, using a combination of ambulation and local public transpor-
tation. How do the experiences difer? 

Bureaucratic odyssey: Whilst visiting a city of your choice, base your travel 
itinerary on availing yourself of places of administrative, rather 
than touristic or historic, importance, in order to see the place 
through the eyes of those who live there. Spend time in waiting 
rooms, doing photocopying, making medical appointments and 
seeking routine repairs. 

Aesthetic travel: When visiting local attractions in your chosen city, rather 
than just taking photographs, experiment with other art forms to 
record your experiences.Write a poem about a police station. Paint 
a picture of a roundabout. Make a sound recording in a bakery. 

WA LKS  O F  ART  

As we travel through places our perceptions of them change. Just 
as people afect places, places afect us as we move through them. 
Whether we are talking about thousands of people visiting a place just 
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once, or one person crossing a feld hundreds of times, the efect cuts 
both ways. People and places are mutually constitutive. 

I began walking my own city’s streets as a teenager and walked 
them so long that both they and I changed. 

(Solnit, 2014: 194) 

The mundane, sometimes repetitive journeys that punctuate our daily 
lives are routine rituals that allow us to walk, ride or pedal ourselves 
into meaningful places. These rituals leave their mark on us and on 
the landscape. One thinks here of unofcial paths worn across car-
pets, meadows and quadrangles. 

Figure 8.2 The repetitive journeys that punctuate our daily lives leave their mark 
on us and on the landscape 
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Several artists and researchers have used creative, mobile methods 
to explore interactions between people and landscapes. For exam-
ple, in projects using photovoice, participants make photographs of 
familiar journeys and are then invited to refect on them in inter-
views (Budig et al., 2018). Similarly, go-along or walking interviews 
(Moles, 2007; Stevenson & Ordu, 2016) are an excellent method for 
exploring peoples’ relationships with familiar routes and spaces. In 
a third mobile method, known as soundwalking, participants make 
sound recordings along familiar journeys and are then interviewed 
about the way in which sonic environments afect their relationships 
with place (Traux, 1978). Creative methods such as these have all 
produced walking-based artworks and research outputs that have 
echoes of psychogeography. The handful of projects reviewed here 
demonstrate how psychogeography has inspired artists and research-
ers to understand the often personal, idiosyncratic nature of travel 
and mobility, albeit usually on a small scale. 

In Line Made by Walking (1967), English artist Richard Long cre-
ated a temporary artwork to illustrate the marks travellers (tourists 
or commuters) leave on the landscape. His line in the grass, etched 
out across a meadow from his own repetitive walking, destined to 
fade or become overgrown, can be read as a critique of consum-
erism, a statement about the temporariness of artworks bought 
and sold at infated prices, or a comment about the lines we leave 
behind us as we travel across the land. Blurring the boundary 
between sculpture and photography, ultimately it would be Long’s 
photograph of the line (not the line itself ) that would later be dis-
played, bought and sold. 

In a collection entitled Lunch Poems (1964), American poet Frank 
O’Hara used his daily midday walks to explore and document the 
blurred relationship between himself and the New York streets. Lunch 
Walks simultaneously tells us something about the streets and the 
author, who writes as though to a strolling companion (Solnit, 2014). 
Using breaks from his job at the Museum of Modern Art, O’Hara 
deployed walking as a daily routine for organising his thoughts and 
celebrating the prosaic. A solitary poet, observing and reporting the 
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streets in bite-size verses, O’Hara wrote about themes of loneliness 
and anonymity from street level. There are clear parallels between 
Parisian fâneur and NewYork poet. 

In a mischievous walking-based project, Venetian Suite (1998), French 
artist Sophie Calle engaged with themes of surveillance whilst project-
ing her thoughts onto a man she met at a party (known enigmatically 
as Henri B, who unwittingly became a participant in her experiment). 
After becoming acquainted with him in Paris, she surreptitiously fol-
lowed him as he relocated to Venice, then spent subsequent months 
shadowing his movements and exploring the city on foot. Playing 
interpersonally with ideas that are usually practised at a governmental 
or institutional level (detection, suspicion, surveillance), Calle docu-
mented Venice through movements initiated by Henri B. In the spirit 
of psychogeography, Venetian Suite guides us through the city with nei-
ther author nor reader knowing where we are going. The resulting 
book and sequence of photographs is a travel dossier which docu-
ments Calle’s pursuit as she contacts hotels, visits a police station, and 
even persuades one resident to let her photograph Henri from her 
window.What struck Calle as most interesting about the curious style 
of travel she adopted for Venetian Suite was how it led her to investigate 
a place through someone else’s intentions, in an escapade which com-
bines elements of international espionage, cold war crime thriller and 
a package holiday, where every travel decision is out of your hands. 

In the feld of cultural geography several researchers have created 
walking-based projects to illustrate the role of the senses in our expe-
rience of visiting new places. True to the critical tradition of psy-
chogeography, many of these researchers reject purely observational 
research, instead experimenting with how we apprehend the world 
through sound, smell and taste. Designed for “investigating people’s 
relationship with soundscapes and the built environment” (Adams & 
Bruce, 2008: 6), soundwalking is a tactic for studying how people get 
to know places they visit by listening and generating knowledge which 
is specifcally based on sound. One geographer asked participants to 
walk familiar routes and make a sonic portrait of a place by mixing 
interview fragments and feld recordings, producing a soundscape 
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composition of a Scottish landscape (Gallagher, 2015). This partici-
pant-led model combines the infuence of the dérive with the variation 
that the resulting recording features multiple voices, rather than that of 
the solitary fâneur.Another example of sound-based walking research 
is the commented walk model. This is a walking interview where 
the researcher accompanies a participant on a route with the latter 
describing and recording the landscape. Similarly, in the shadow-walk 
method (Corringham, 2008), after being guided along meaningful 
routes by a participant, the researcher re-walks the routes alone and 
develops remixed recordings or performances of place.These sound-
based works are valuable for those who want to design inclusive travel 
destinations, and who need to understand the experiences of travellers 
who rely on sonic aspects of environment for their satisfaction. After 
all, the travel experience amounts to far more than mere spectacle. 

Olfaction has also been used to explore travel experiences. Impres-
sions of new locations, as well as memories of previously visited 
places, are often powerfully conveyed through taste and smell.To fnd 
out how newly arrived migrants develop meaningful attachments to 
a new city through the senses, one case study used taste and smell 
alongside psychogeographical walking methods (Stevenson & Ordu, 
2016). During on-the-go interviews in her newly adopted city (Man-
chester, England),A, a migrant from Tunisia, recounted stories of her 
former home city (Tunis) whilst visiting a handful of Mancunian sites 
that evoked North African memories. She led the interviewer through 
aromatic sites that seemed to her to join Manchester and Tunis by 
virtue of connecting tastes and smells.A fruit market, a covered pave-
ment café connecting two streets (‘A place between two places’), a dough-
nut shop and a retro clothes emporium, were all meaningful sites 
along an evocative walking route that transported the senses. Man-
cunian smells and tastes recalled memories of Tunis. The imagined, 
hyphenated city of ‘Man-Tunis’ was later commemorated in a series 
of playful picture postcards combining photographs from the walk 
with A’s descriptions of comparable Tunisian locations. The hybrid 
postcards, a creative response to a migrant’s relocation from one 
city to another, deliberately confuse memories and confate stories. 
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Manchester and Tunis coexist in pictures, words and multisensory 
(olfactory, gustatory) evocations from sites along a walking journey. 
In this example A explains the link between a Tunisian medina (old 
town) and a Mancunian retro clothes emporium, united by smell; 

They sell lots of leather bags here. And there’s a specifc shop in 
the medina that this reminds me of.There’s a guy who sells camel 
leather, like camel leather bags. And there’s that musty smell of 
old, cured leather and you smell that when you walk down these 
stairs, and it just sort of takes you back in time. 

(Stevenson & Ordu, 2016: 182) 

Figure 8.3 A retro clothes emporium on an evocative walking route that trans-
ports the senses 
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It seems ftting to end this short review of notable psychogeo-
graphical projects exploring travel with an enigmatic, Mexican-based 
work by Belgian artist Francis Alÿs. In Sometimes Making Something Leads to 
Nothing (Alÿs & Ferguson, 2019),Alÿs produced a short flm of himself 
efortfully (at frst at least) pushing a huge block of ice (the size of 
a small wardrobe) around the streets of Mexico City for nine hours, 
until it became small enough to be kicked along the sidewalk. The 
video features sights, sounds and storefronts of the city, document-
ing its daily working and walking routines. Watching the flm, you 
empathise with the eforts of the artist as he hefts his melting burden 
through the heat. Pushing the ice can be read as a symbol of the daily 
labours of the city’s residents, often yielding diminishing rewards. 
More optimistically, it shows that all you need in order to see the city 
in a new and unique way is to experience it through the labours of 
another person, and to set of on a journey whose duration and des-
tination are both unclear. 

F LÂN EUS E  

Psychogeography has often been personifed by a lone, usually male 
wanderer who narrated the city from a leisured perspective (Bassett, 
2004). A disproportionately male perspective arguably gave psychoge-
ography a bit of a laddish feel, conveying the thrill of walking as though 
it were an attempt at conquering the city (Rose, 2015; Massey, 2005). 
Critics see early psychogeography as an exercise in exploring urban 
travel through the male gaze, with the fâneur portraying the city as 

something feminine, passively there for the taking, a wilder-
ness-like space of adventure to be conquered or possessed. 

(Bassett, 2004: 403) 

Such gendered trends in psychogeography refect broader attitudes 
towards walking. Historically, women and men have seldom walked 
on an equal footing. In 19th-century London females walking alone 
connoted deviance and prostitution. Lone females were frequently 
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rounded up by the British government, subjected to medical exam-
inations and incarcerated (Solnit, 2014). Everyday language betrays 
gender discrimination in relation to walking. ‘Streetwalker’ and 
‘woman of the street’ are feminized phrases with negative associa-
tions that are absent in a construction like ‘man about town’ or ‘man 
in the street’. London in the 1850s had more brothels than schools 
and charities put together (Solnit, 2014).Across the English Channel, 
in the 1870s French police criminalised walking women, requiring 
them to be licensed as prostitutes, restricting them to walking at cer-
tain hours of the day.Whilst the fâneur was celebrated in literary cir-
cles, opportunities to practice a female dérive were severely limited. 
Arguably, the female urban traveller has never been fully considered 
a fâneur since she has lacked the independence and sense of detach-
ment that the role demands (Solnit, 2014). Even now, opportunities 
to wander ‘aimlessly, yet purposefully’ are more limited for female 
travellers visiting unfamiliar places. 

But things have changed. Contemporary psychogeography increas-
ingly explores urban travel experience from a female perspective 
(Bassett, 2004; Rose, 2015). There is a shift towards reworking the 
concept of the fâneur, rather than simply shoehorning women’s 
experiences of walking into a masculine mould (Elkin, 2016). In her 
book Flâneuse:Women Walk the City, (2016) American, Paris-based author 
Lauren Elkin presents the case for the distinctive, transformational 
female walking experience. After moving to Paris, Elkin described 
the freedom she found in habitual walking and in always being on 
the lookout for the accidental and unexpected. During stints in New 
York, London,Venice andTokyo, she retraces stories of notable female 
walking artists and writers, including Sophie Calle andVirginiaWoolf. 
She writes of cities as spaces of possibility which move through and 
around her as she walks, sustaining life all the while. For Elkin’s fâ-
neuse, walking afords a state of inbetweenness, through which places 
and selves are continually being discovered, constructed and renewed. 

Another notable, inspiring homage to female walking comes 
from Lizzy Stewart’s Walking Distance (2022), a graphic essay about 
the experience of being a woman walking in London. Merging image 
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and text, the book is both observational and contemplative. Stewart 
examines her life and refects on what her family, friends and society 
expect of her. Using walking, drawing and writing, Stewart shares her 
moment-to-moment experiences alongside refections on her par-
allel life journey. She ruminates on her self-portraits whilst walking 
us through her lifecycle, often from the viewpoint of other people 
walking in the street 

Sometimes I take a step that splits me in two, into the woman 
who is walking and another woman who steps back, to watch. I 
wonder what I look like, do I look like an adult with an adult life? 

(2022: 5) 

Walking Distance ofers a personal meditation on walking, using beau-
tifully crafted images that refect the anonymity, connectedness and 
security of street-level travel (‘walking in London is when I feel most certain’). 
Walking is used here to refect on, rather than critique, the design 
of the city, showing how we can explore our own identities through 
perambulation. Walking can teach us that actively, routinely familiar-
ising yourself with your environment is a way to learn about yourself. 

If Walking Distance explores the city through the experiences of the 
lone fâneuse, elsewhere feminist psychogeography has also exper-
imented with more collaborative forms of walking. Acknowledging 
the historical lack of inclusivity of the term fâneuse, Morag Rose 
(2015) seeks to widen the appeal of psychogeography to become 
more gender and disability inclusive. One manifestation of this 
change is to democratise the dérive as a community-based practice. 
Rose pitches psychogeography to anyone and everyone, not just aca-
demics and artists. An activist in a community called the Loiterers 
Resistance Movement she uses shared urban walks to prompt conver-
sations amongst equals, with no established or sole leader, in order to 
explore the communal experience of urban space. True to the spirit 
of psychogeography, these regular group dérives are inspired by the 
rejection of the utilitarian idea that travel is about moving from A 
to B. Instead, routes are created by arbitrary rules (throwing dice, 
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following directions indicated by CCTV cameras, visiting statues that 
commemorate famous women). Participants are encouraged to get 
involved in designing walking routes, thus diluting reliance on expert 
guides. Group dérives are a departure from early, solitary psychoge-
ography.They value shared experience, democratise decision-making 
and provide a safer experience for those who are reluctant to walk 
alone.The empowering ethos of the Loiterer’s Resistance Movement 
transforms space into something shared and aims to build a tapestry 
of stories with multiple voices. This resonates with an increasingly 
popular practice for travellers and tourists, the themed urban walk 
(guided or otherwise). Guided walks ofer an environmentally sus-
tainable form or educational slow travel that is ideal for getting to 
know people and places.After all, not every traveller wants to wander 
the streets alone. 

Psychogeography is an alternative travel practice which encourages 
dissent. Its playful strategies are underpinned by critical ideas about 
how and where we travel. Psychogeography disproportionately con-
cerns itself with slow, urban travel, with many of its more celebrated 
contributors focusing on the cities of Paris and London. Despite 
this narrow focus it has contributed to several felds and disciplines, 
across the arts and academia. In psychology is has inspired a number 
of innovative qualitative mobile research methods, such as on-the-go 
interviewing and soundwalking.An interdisciplinary approach which 
willfully occupies the outskirts of mainstream psychology, psycho-
geography continues to challenge conventions about the nature of 
travel, and to yield a range of creative and critical work. 



http://taylorandfrancis.com
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TR AV E L  I N T ERRUPT I ON  

However strong the desire to travel, global events can sometimes get in 
the way. A recession, a pandemic, the climate emergency, can all lead 
to travel interruptions. The COVID-19 lockdown left many frequent 
fyers feeling grounded and socially isolated, their subjective wellbeing 
taking a nosedive (DeVos, 2020). Economic, climate and health crises 
remind us that travelling, especially internationally, is subject to the 
vicissitudes of global events and cannot be taken for granted. 

Before 2019 travel and tourism were amongst the fastest grow-
ing sectors in the global economy.Whatever the motive for travel, the 
underlying trend had been upward for decades. International arriv-
als soared from 25 million to 1.186 billion between 1950 and 2015 
(UNWTO, 2022). This upward trajectory has been interrupted from 
time to time, notably by the 2003 SARS (severe acute respiratory syn-
drome) epidemic (afecting China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore 
and Canada), and by the 2009 global fnancial crisis (Glaesser et al., 
2017). COVID-19 interrupted international travel to the extent that 
it restricted most people to exploring their own neighbourhoods in 
2020, whilst airports and railway stations stood empty. By 2021 a 
recovery was underway, with a 27% rise in nights spent in EU tourist 
accommodation (Masterson, 2022) compared with 2020 (still 37 % 
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less than before 2019). Whilst the desire to travel seems insatiable, 
recoveries are unequally distributed. In 2021, Spain, Greece and Croa-
tia welcomed 70% more visitors than in the previous year, meanwhile 
Austria, Latvia and Slovakia saw an 18% shortfall (Masterson, 2022). 

Global events that interrupt travel are varied and numerous, oblig-
ing travellers and providers to adapt and roll with the times. In the 
future, travel will undoubtedly continue to be popular, though it will 
surely be subject to future crises. 

TRAV E L  I N  UNC ERTA IN  T IMES  

Even during stable times travel can provoke fear (of something spe-
cifc, like fying) and anxiety (a more generalized unease) (see Chap-
ter 4). Fear and anxiety are often associated with new experiences, 
so there is little wonder that travel evokes both. As if to exacerbate 
the efect, going somewhere new during a pandemic, war or climate 
emergency, can be yet more challenging. For example, taking a hol-
iday after the spike of a global health scare can provoke feelings of 
trepidation despite (or perhaps because of ) the relaxation of quar-
antine and social distancing rules. Equally, not travelling can make us 
feel frustrated and inhibited. For regular travellers, long periods of 
staying at home and avoiding contact with other people are associ-
ated with heightened anxiety. Lengthy periods of lockdown can also 
increase fear of travel in the future (Zheng et al., 2019). 

History suggests that getting reinfected with the travel bug after 
an enforced period of abstinence can take time. After the 2003 SARS 
outbreak, fear of infection saw a prolonged collapse in outward travel 
from East Asia, with demand falling from 702.6 million in 2002 to 
694 million in 2003 (World Tourism Organization, 2011). SARS 
had a lasting impact on Chinese domestic tourists too, with journeys 
decreasing and fear levels rising, along with the perception of risk 
related to travel (Wen et al., 2005). In the wake of both SARS and 
the 2009 H1N1 (swine fu) outbreaks, many travellers met epide-
miological risks with behaviour change, often becoming more cau-
tious in their choices (Shamshiripour et al., 2020).Three years after 
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the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone, international arrivals to West 
Africa were still running at half those of pre-epidemic levels (World 
Travel & Tourism Council, 2018). Additionally, in the era of COVID-
19 and accelerating global warming, many people are opting out 
of long-distance air travel, either for environmental reasons or for 
fear of being infected (Shamshiripour et al., 2020). In one study, 
residents of Chicago were asked if they expected their fying habits 
to change in the future; 43% said yes. Dutch fyers echoed this senti-
ment (de Haas et al., 2020).The most popular reported reasons for 
these reductions include safety fears (48%), especially sharing space 
with others. 

Nevertheless, travel habits are unlikely to go into terminal decline. 
The return to travel following global health crises and economic 
slumps is typically swift, albeit with adaptations in norms and behav-
iours. Modifying travel habits in uncertain times involves changing 
thoughts and behaviours, becoming more cautious, rather than stay-
ing at home altogether. The likelihood is that we will get into the 
travel habit of assessing the threat level posed by each journey, and 
then estimate our ability to cope (‘How risky is this trip and can I overcome 
the risks?’) (Floyd et al., 2000).This calculation involves evaluating our 
levels of resilience before deciding whether we have the psychological 
and social resources to overcome potential dangers (‘Do I feel like I can 
spend eight hours in a cabin with people I don’t know?’, ‘Can I rely on the airline to 
enforce hygiene and social distancing rules?’, ‘Can I trust my travel companions to act 
responsibly?’). 

These decisions difer for diferent people, destinations, times 
and activities. It is estimated that those who are extra cautious, or 
who have higher levels of travel fear, typically resume travel around 
4–6 months after travel restrictions are lifted following a major 
global health scare. Meanwhile those with low travel fear wait for 
around 1–3 months (Zheng et al., 2021). Rather than avoiding travel 
altogether, it seems that travellers will go cautiously at frst, at least 
until the world is perceived to be a safer place to visit. A decision 
to resume travel requires a stock-take of psychological resources 
and networks of support (travel companions and providers) that 
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can help us overcome persistent fears and anxieties. After a travel 
moratorium, there may be a tendency to opt for more local travel 
options (see Chapter 8), with groups of people we know well (see 
Chapter 3), in our own bubbles, under our own steam, or with travel 
companies whom we trust to get us there safely. In other words, 
traveling in uncertain times is likely to be cautious at frst, with a 
greater prioritizing of self-protection (Chen & Yang, 2019), rather 
than a selection of destinations based on their beauty or potential 
for hedonistic escapism (see Chapter 5). 

To develop coping strategies and adapt travel norms, we look to 
travel providers for guidance. For example, we might require them 
to implement measures relating to hygiene, accessibility and social 
distancing. To build confdence amongst travellers it has been sug-
gested that travel company communication styles are most efective 
when they are framed positively (‘please respect the personal space of your 
fellow travelers to ensure a more comfortable journey’) rather than negatively 
(‘passengers found encroaching on other passenger’s personal space will be seated else-
where or removed at the next opportunity’) (Zheng et al., 2019).Travel pro-
viders have a central role in rebuilding levels of trust in the journey, 
so that demand for travel will return and anxiety levels fall (Quintal, 
2021).Trust in this context is defned as ‘reliance on another person 
or agency under a condition of risk’ (Currall & Judge, 1995: 151). 
It is especially important when travelling, which usually involves 
multiple people spending prolonged periods in confned spaces, 
like waiting rooms, aircraft cabins and cruise ships. Indeed, the lat-
ter have been labelled as ‘foating petri dishes’ as they are particu-
larly susceptible to disease transmission (Tan, 2020). Historically, 
cruises have seen outbreaks of swine fu and COVID-19 (Neuburger 
& Egger, 2020). In order to encourage passengers to regain conf-
dence in travelling in crowded public spaces after a global health 
scare, the onus is on the travel industry and regulators to provide 
sincere guidance (Punyatoya, 2019) and positive messaging to reas-
sure travellers that they will be helped to protect themselves. The 
confdence to return to travel depends on a partnership between 
travellers and providers. 
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D I G I TA L  NOMAD I SM  

Travel for work has seen considerable adaptations in norms and 
behaviour in recent times. For many people, the experience of going 
to work has undergone a spatial revolution. More and more employ-
ees have found ways of working without travelling. Digital technolo-
gies enable some industries to alter their work-based travel practices 
and blur the boundaries between home, work and leisure. Welcome 
to the fuid world of the digital nomad (Hermann & Morris Paris, 
2020). Digital nomadism is a smart response to the challenges of 
working in changing times, where social distancing, work-life balance 
and sustainable working are increasingly valued. For those wishing to 
avoid the daily commute, crowded trains, stufy ofces and long-haul 
fights, digital nomadism ofers a solution. Commuting can be super-
seded by location-independent working, typifed by teleconferencing 
and working from fexible spaces (‘Yes, I’m on the beach but I can still meet 
my colleagues who are back in the ofce – or on another beach’). Digital nomads 
work almost anywhere, anytime, thanks to the fexible digital infra-
structure (Blatt & Gallagher, 2013). Ironically, location independent 
working brings with it personal freedoms that are often associated 
with travel, adventure, and escape (Reichenberger, 2018). Unhitch-
ing oneself from the ofce desk opens the door to fexible working, 
perhaps from home, perhaps from somewhere even more desirable. 
Drop into a meeting from Phuket, Bali or Venice Beach? No problem. 
If traditional nomads travel because of work, digital nomads travel 
whilst working, making their workspace work for them. This lifestyle 
has the potential to free up time and ‘de-place’ work, as employment 
is divorced from specifc buildings. Digital nomads highlight the con-
temporary trend towards being on the move, also typifed by the rise 
of the gig economy (Sutherland & Jarrahi, 2017). 

Of course, not everyone can be a digital nomad. Many profes-
sions (insert your own examples here) require face to face contact. 
The beach-bound laptop worker with apparent independence may 
also miss the predictable routine of a stable group of colleagues with 
a familiar workplace to meet and socialise in. It may also be more 
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difcult for digital nomads to compartmentalise work and life (‘I 
like to walk away from the ofce and forget about work until tomorrow’). To over-
come these challenges, some employees have been known to set 
up ring-fenced, quasi-workspaces in exotic or transient locations, 
even establishing all-inclusive communities of co-living workspaces 
(von Zumbusch & Lalicic, 2020). Pop-up, rentable ofce spaces are 
increasingly common in towns and cities.These shared, hybrid work-
places are handy places to retreat to when there are jobs to be done 
when you are on the move. These nomad bubbles are reminiscent 
of the backpacker internet cafés of the 1990s and 2000s. Although 
digital nomadism is a lifestyle that only works for some occupations, 
it can ofer a smart way of reducing unnecessary travel, combining 
work with mobility, avoiding the daily commute and virtually being 
in two places at once. 

UND ERSTANDABL E  E CO -ANX I E T Y  

Some global travel interruptions come in waves.They have beginnings, 
middles and ends. For example, a pandemic has peaks, troughs and 
periods of respite. Contrastingly, the global climate emergency is almost 
certainly here to stay. The numbers on climate change are galling. The 
decade between 2010 and 2020 was one of exceptional global heat, 
with retreating ice and rising sea levels driven by greenhouse gases.This 
process is now commonly acknowledged to be the result of human 
activity (UN Environment Programme, 2021).Average annual temper-
atures in this decade were the highest on record, with 2019 the second 
hottest year to date (UN Environment Programme, 2021). Thirty per 
cent of the world population experience heatwaves on more than 
20 days each year, and there is every indication that failing governmental 
commitments to reduce pollution will push emissions still higher in 
the decade to come. All this considered, it seems perfectly reasonable 
to be anxious about the climate emergency (Mkono, 2019). Climate 
activist Greta Thunberg speaks openly about her own climate change 
anxiety (Thunberg et al., 2020). She has repeatedly called out inad-
equate governmental responses to global warming. These concerns 
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refect a phenomenon known as eco-anxiety, a psychological response 
to an ongoing climate crisis about which a growing number of people 
are, with justifcation, worrying themselves sick. 

Eco-anxiety can be felt at various levels along a continuum, rang-
ing from mild to severe. Those who feel it to a medium, signifcant 
or severe level are most likely to reevaluate their travel choices (Hick-
man, 2020). Almost 70% of U.S. citizens reportedly worry about 
global warming, with around half believing that it will harm them 
personally (Baudon & Jachens, 2021). Despite the then Australian 
Prime Minister Scott Morrison telling students who were striking 
over climate change to be ‘less activist’, 80% of Australians reportedly 
feel somewhat or very anxious about climate change on a weekly 
basis. Eco-anxiety reveals a link between climate change and psy-
chological wellbeing (Pikhala, 2019). It is experienced as a mixture 
of attitudes and emotions and shows a heightened awareness of the 
plight of the planet (Pikhala, 2019). At an individual level these atti-
tudes and emotions include fear, anger and powerlessness (Baudon & 
Jachens, 2021). This generalised sense of anxiety about the future 
(which could equally be seen as a fear of something specifc: envi-
ronmental collapse) is well-founded on climate science. Hence, it is 
important for psychologists to avoid pathologising eco-anxiety as a 
‘psychological condition’ (Hickman, 2020). 

It is possible to experience eco-anxiety individually, in silence, 
without a platform or opportunity to share environmental concerns. 
For the sake of our wellbeing, it is probably better to talk about it. 
Like all attitudes and emotions, eco-anxiety is socially constructed 
(Pronello & Gaborieau, 2018). How we feel about the future depends 
on what we read, observe and hear from our peers. Attitudes, emo-
tions and anxieties are part of a global conversation. Hence, worry-
ing in silence can make us feel more helpless and isolated, resulting 
in a socially constructed, anxiety-perpetuating, omerta. Arguably, 
eco-anxiety could be reduced by discussing it or translating it into 
action. Such conversations have the potential to make us feel less iso-
lated. More importantly, they could increase the likelihood of behav-
ioural change in relation to how we travel in the future. 
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Environmentally sustainable changes to travel habits can potentially 
help to reduce eco-anxiety (Büchs et al., 2015), as well as reduce our 
carbon footprint.From a social psychological perspective (seeChapter 3), 
changes we make at an individual level (‘I want to stop using my car 
so much’) are inevitably made in a social context, often in response to 
other people’s actions (‘A friend of mine has started car sharing, which I might 
try too’). Hence, anyone with a moderate level of climate anxiety might 
afect other peoples’ habits by exerting social infuence.Voicing con-
cerns through the mass media, social media, in family conversations, 
social networks or workplaces, can raise awareness and infuence cul-
tural travel norms incrementally. 

An example of the mass media being used to afect public opinion 
about climate change is Davis Guggenheim’ documentary An Incon-
venient Truth (2006), featuring former U.S. Vice President Al Gore’s 
attempting to educate people about global warming. Reportedly, 69% 
of people who saw the flm said it changed their mind about global 
warming, 89% said it raised their awareness, and 75% reported a 
change in habits, including those relating to travel (Fraser, 2019). 
An example of interpersonal communication being used to change 
travel behaviour comes from Sweden, where the practice of fygskam 
(fight shaming), frst coined in 2018, called out the contribution 
of fying to global warming (Mkono, 2019). Flight-shaming seeks to 
raise awareness and infuence others’ actions whilst naming, shaming – 
perhaps even alienating – frequent fyers. Flight-shamers stop fying 
and often use social media to spark debates about climate change, 
hoping others will follow suit. They seek to alter attitudes toward 
travel by exploiting the attitude-behaviour gap, urging those with 
established environmentally progressive attitudes to change their 
behavior accordingly, despite the convenience and afordability of fy-
ing (Marin-Pantelescu et al., 2019). Such changes would potentially 
reduce feelings of cognitive dissonance (see Chapter 3) and levels of 
anxiety amongst travelers with environmentally friendly views and 
an intention to travel more sustainably. On the downside, the risk of 
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fight-shaming is that it can be confrontational, lacking the power to 
reach out to those who are not so eco-anxious. 

A more conciliatory way of infuencing people to reduce their car-
bon footprint is to supportively encourage anyone already experiencing 
eco-anxiety to modify their lifestyles (Baudon & Jachens, 2021). This 
involves connecting with peoples’ existing ideas about sustainability, 
then working with them to formulate lifestyle changes. Reportedly, 
changing travel habits can ease feelings of eco-anxiety and increase 
optimism about the future, and make a practical stand against global 
warming (Baudon & Jachens, 2021). By connecting with like-minded 
people, the aim of this conciliatory approach is to move away from 
individualism, towards seeing ourselves as being intrinsically con-
nected to other people and to the natural world (Baudon & Jachens, 
2021). One psychological factor which is relevant to making sustain-
able transport choices is the degree to which we construe ourselves as 
individuals, or as part of a collective (Pronello & Gaborieau, 2018). 
Changing travel habits, for example reducing fying frequency or car 
sharing, refects a change of self-construal, with a move towards high-
lighting the inseparability of people from each other, and from the nat-
ural world (‘I am part of the environment where I live, and my life choices afect other 
people and the planet’). Psychological health services arguably have a role in 
this process, using interventions such as eco-therapy, wherein clients 
identify natural spaces to visit for therapeutic reasons and work to build 
a nurturing relationship with it to address eco-anxiety (Panu, 2020). 

One case study sought to address eco-anxiety by highlighting 
feelings of interconnectedness between clients and environments. 
Carbon Conversations (Büchs et al., 2015) were set up between 
groups of participants who had experienced eco-anxiety. The aim 
was to address emotions about climate change and to develop prac-
tical responses for reducing anxiety and increasing sustainable travel. 
Negative emotions about climate change are associated with anxi-
ety, helplessness and disempowerment, which can hamper practical 
changes in travel habits, leaving people feeling helpless (Panu, 2020). 
To overcome this, focus groups of 6–8 participants met regularly 
over several weeks to discuss environmental themes such as energy 
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use and transport choices. These conversations urged participants to 
engage more positively with their emotions and share their feelings 
and experiences with others, with a view to creating environmen-
tally conscious lifestyle changes. The focus was on responding to 
others’ emotions and generating ways of living environmentally. The 
conversations encouraged participants to take several practical steps 
towards living more sustainably; 77% said the exercise made them 
more aware of the environmental impact of daily life; 78% said it 
helped them reduce their carbon footprint; 66% were inspired to 
infuence others in their social circle; 39% said that that experience 
helped them to reduce car travel; 35% said it helped them to fy less 
frequently. Some participants also reported feeling less anxious and 
helpless (Baudon & Jachens, 2021). 

Eco-anxiety is an entirely reasonable response to a distressing situa-
tion that afects everyone.As with all forms of anxiety, attempts to reduce 
feelings of helplessness can be aided by forming links with like-minded 
people, in this case with a view to developing more sustainable travel 
options. Practical strategies for reducing eco-anxiety not only improve 
wellbeing; they may also encourage more people to travel sustainably. 

Throughout this journey of the psychology of travel we have 
acknowledged the capacity travel has for lifting the mood (see Chapter 
5), broadening the mind (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 6), forging relation-
ships (see Chapter 2) and creating fond memories (see Chapter 6). We 
have also seen how it can elicit fear and anxiety (see Chapter 4), espe-
cially during times of uncertainty.The legacy of crises such as COVID-
19 may be the coming of a new age of conservative travel, with norms 
and behaviours that adapt to cope with perceived risk. When these 
risks are perceived as being relatively low and fewer travel restrictions 
are in place, we may feel able to travel more hedonistically (see Chapter 
5). The climate emergency presents a more fundamental challenge 
for travellers who care about the future of the planet. As we consider 
how to adapt journeys to the challenges of the future, it is likely that 
more people will develop more sustainable travel patterns, for exam-
ple by avoiding unnecessary commuting, cutting down on long-haul 
fights, car-sharing, travelling more locally, cycling, driving vehicles 
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that are powered more sustainably, taking fewer, longer holidays, 
rather than frequent, shorter ones, participating in holiday activities 
that beneft local, sustainable enterprises, avoiding single-use plas-
tic bottles when on the move, carrying their own cup, asking hotels 
about water conservation, using fewer towels, teleconferencing, trav-
eling overland . . . 



http://taylorandfrancis.com
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